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FORESTRY OF JAPAN.

CHAPTER I.

GENERAL REMARKS.

Alon- the western shore of the Pacific, there hes a group

of numerous islands stretched in a serpent like form covered

with rich verdant growths over two thirds of the area of the

Hnd These verdant growths are none other than the forests^

of the Empire of Japan. The wholesome effects produced

upon the land and the people by these forests are both

striking and remarkable. The Japanese by nature love their

forests\nd derive enjoyment from the prosperous and luxuri-

ant growth of the same. The burning patriotism and the

refined esthetic ideas of the Japanese are in a large measure

the outcome of the influence exerted upon the minds of the

people by these forests.

The people under this influence have formed habits and

manners inherent to them and naturally they have early eame

to recognize their duties in relation to tlie forests. They have

not slackened their constant and minute attention to the

problem of the permanent preservation of these forests by

taking proper measures for their regeneration so as to make

a sufficient supply against the demand for forest produces

which is steadily growing from year to year.
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The Empire of Japan consists of old Japan (the general

name adopted for the sake of convenience throughout this

work) comprising Honshu, Shikoku, Kyushu, and OkinaA\-a

islands including the adjacent islands and of Hokkaido,

Taiwan (Formosa^ the new territory added in 1895, and the

southern half of Karafuto (Sagalien) which came into our

possession in 1905. It is doubtful whether the forests in the

so-called old Japan will be able to maintain their beauty

permanently thus remaining transcendentally superior to other

changes. The Restoration of 1868 resulted in the introduc-

tion of new knowledge, and the breaking up various old

customs and manners. The eastward march of the western

civilization stimulated a steady progress in the method of

mechanical applications which brought about the enlarge-

ment of the sphere of economic activities. These activities

further led to numerous changes in forest administration

affecting seriously at the same time the method of utilizing

forests. Under these circumstances, the supply of the forest

products is not confined simply to the supplying of timxber

for mining and industrial purposes as well as for articles of

daily use but there arose a large demand of timber for railway

sleepers, telegraph posts, various wood works, the material for

paper and other branches of indu.stry. The development of

marine transportation makes it our mission to open up market

abroad for our forest products, especially to supply the want

of timber in China and Korea. The sudden increase of the

demand for forest products produced a certain abnormal

condition in our forests, giving us for the time being great

cause for uneasiness.
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It was apprehended on the one hand tliat with tlie reck-

less felling of trees not accompanied by tlie proper method of

regeneration, the productive capacity of the land was weaken-

ed and a certain limitation had been placed upon the utiliza-

tion of forests by way of their protection but on the other

hand, there still exist vast tracts of the forests in the regions

constituting so to speak the spinal column of the country as

well as elsewhere, the primeval forests having never known

any timber men's axes and given up to be the abode of

bears, dear and other wild animals. Besides, Hokkaido, for

instance, is rich in forests and though several decades have

already passed since the exploitation of the island was com-

menced a.nd much is done in the line of the forest utilization,

yet large tracts of the primeval forests exist in the different

parts of the island. In Formosa too, it must be observed that

there exist splendid primeval forests covering no small extent

of its area. Particularly in the case of Karafuto, it may be

noted that the entire island is thickly covered with forests,

both the utilization and regeneration of which are left for

future provisions.

In short, under the general economic condition of the

country, such as we find at present, these forests do not

permit the old method of working and naturally there arises

a necessity for ensuring the work under the strict system of

control while at the same time the way must be opened for

the utihzation and exploitation of these forests.
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CHAPTER II.

FORESTS. THEIR AREA AND
OWNERSHIP.

The area of forests, including Gcnya," in Japan occupies a-

greater part of the country and according to the statistics

taken by the Government at the end of 1908, it covers an

extent of 30,616,602 cJio.

When these figures are compared with 29,519.46 square

ri or45 ,908,664 cJio which consititue the total area of the

country, the ratio stands at about ^7%.

The forests of Japan are divided into two classes of

"utilization forests" and "protection forests" according to the

object of their utility. The object of the protection forests is

to preserve the safety of the land and further the ^\•elfare of

society by placing a limitation upon the felling of trees. The

area of protection forests at the end of 1907 Avas over 925,641

cho. Apart from these forests, there are utilization forests

where works may be freely undertaken with the view to the

utilization of the material. The area covered by this latter

class of forests amounts to over 29,690,961 cJlo. These forests

owing to a difference in their ownership present differences in

the management and \\orks. The State forest and the

Imperial forest are being improved under the up-to-date

methods introducing new features for the renovation of the

forests and the extention of the utilization but the forests

owned by the people, with the exception of a small part, arc

given up to temporary make shifts, no special arrangements

* P. 9.
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"being made concerning their utilization. Forests owned by

the State, the Imperial Household and the people may be

classified as follows :

—

State Forests Over i&,2ig,q^y c/io.

Imperial Forests Over 2,239,881 c/w.

Forests owned by the people Over 10,156,774 f//^.

The forests owned by the people covering an area of

10,156,774 c/io include forests in the possession of temples and

shrines, the public bodies, and private individuals. When

these are subdivided we have the following figures :
—

Forests owned by temples and shrines Over i24,S2g c/w.

Forests owned by public bodies Over 3,403,493 <r//^.

Forests owned by private individuals Over 6,628,451 ^//t?.

The management of these forests differs according to the

difference of ownership. The State forests are managed by

the Government, those owned by the Imperial Household are

managed by the Department of Imperial Household while

the forests owned by the people are subject to the control of

•the Government according to the provisions of the Forest

Law.

Of the State forests covering over 18,219,947 c/w, the

area of over 7,587,335 c/io comes under the direct control and

management of the Department of Agriculture and Commerce

while the forests in Hokkaido covering an area of over

4,728,648 c/io are under the control of the Department of

Home Affairs, being placed in charge of the Chief of the

Hokkaido Administration. Forests in Formosa covering an

area of 2,903,963 c/io are governed by the Special Law and

they are managed by the Formosan Government under the

control of the Minister of Home Affairs while the forests
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covering an area of 3,000,000 cho in Karafuto, under the

similar relations, is under the charge of the Chief of the

Karafuto Administration.

It is to be regretted that the figures relating to the area

above mentioned have not been obtained by the results of the

actual surve}'", these forests being still in the period of adjust-

ment. The figures regarding the State forests and the

Imperial forests have been obtained from the Public Forestry

Register and those concerning forests owned by the people

from the Land Register prepared by the Department of

Finance for the purpose of the collection of taxes. These

registers were prepared by the simplest surveying method, in

the case of the fomer the surveying being done according to

the Temporary State Forests Regulations in 1S75 and in the

case of the latter under the Land Tax Revision Regulations

in 1872, and hence these figures are necessarily subject to

variation when the adjustment of forests is completed. In

particular, in reference to the area of the forests ov.ned by

the people, it may be observed that in the course of time,

new forests were formed upon other class of lands or at times,

by means of exploitation, forests were converted into the lands

of different category so that necessarily these figures lack

exactness.

The area of forests is constantly subject Jto yariation both

by the result of its actual sui-vey and by the change of owner-

ship. These forests are sometimes tran.sferrcd partially or

entirely on the one hand, and on the other arc sometimes

secured or appropriated to other objects of utilization by recla-

mation. These variations will be continued for several years
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until the time when the work of Special Exploitation of the

State forests and the adjustment of the Imperial forests are

completed. In reference to the forests of Hokkaido,

Formosa, and Karafuto, the work of adjustment and investi-

gation is in the inception stage so that it will take somewhat

longer before the area are definitely determined.

The Imperial forests are the property of the Imperial

Household and at the juncture of 1889 and 1890, the State

forests covering the area of over 3,557,219 clio found in such

provinces as Kanagawa, Yamanashi, Shizuoka, Nagano, Gifu,

Aichi, Miye, Aomori, Iwate, Akita, Fukushima, Miyagi,

Gumma, Chiba, Tochigi, and the Hokkaido have been enrol-

led into the list of the property of Imperial Household.

These forests were then in the same condition as the State

forests, being natuarally mixed up some of which subject to

exploitation and others not. Thereupon in the year 1892,

the Department of Imperial Household started the actual

investigation of the Imperial forests and the results of the

investigation led the authorities in 1898 to set about the

disposal of these forests. In 1894, the Imperial forests in

Hokkaido covering an area of 1,370,000 cho were again con-

verted into State forests wdiile the forests which had formerly

belonged to shrines and temples were disposed of to those

.shrines and temples as a special measure. Owing to these

facts, the area of the Imperial forests has been subjected to

constant changes. Moreover, on the occasion of the revision

of the land tax, forests properly to be made the possession of

the people were enrolled by mistake into the list of the

Government property, and then transferred to the Imperial
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Household. Against these forests, appHcations were made

later on for their transference to their original owners and this

was acceded to, so that these forests changed their owners.

The similar changes took place in the State forests also for

the same reason. It ^vill take a considerable length of time

before the area of forests is definitely fixed. The examination

of the changes in the areas of the Imperial forests during the

space of 1 6 years from 1892 to 1907 shows that in cases of the

increase of areas they were owing largely to the rectification

resulting from tiie new survey while in cases of the decrease

of areas they were due in most cases to the disposal and

transference as mentioned above, and on the whole the area

of the Imperial forests shows, as a result of these changes, a

decrease of over 1,317,337 cJio.

The Imperial forests may be divided into hereditary and

ordinar}' possessions, the former is composed by those forests

which bearing all perfect sylvan features and the extent of

the proper area Vihere an independent working circle is

establi-shed and the forest economy may be maintaind. These

forests are subject to changes in conformity to the Code of

the Imperial Household. The change of the area was chiefly

found in the ordinary Imperial forests. The area at the end

of 1907 was 1,010,362 cJio in case of the former, and 1,249,065

cJio in the case of the latter.

The changes in the area of the forests (nvned by the

public body, temples, shrines, and private individuals are more

frequent than in the case of the State and the Imperial

forests, since works connected A\ith the former class are not

brought under the strict supervision and also to the cas}'
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shifting of the economic relations. The decrease of tlie

areas of forests subsequent to the Restoration must be attri-

buted t(^ the devastation of the forests owned by the people.

While \vc have no statistics directly to show in reference to

these changes, yet the increase of farms newly exploited and

pastures is an evidence of this fact. Tlic balance in the areas

of forests owned by the people is maintained through the

purchase made by the people of the State and the Imperial

forests.

Besides those whicli bear the name of forests, there are

found g-eiiya or wild lands everywhere covering vast areas, the

use of which is unsettled. The gcnya was a new ly created

cla.ss of land when the revision of the land tax was made.

There exists a ver)' close affinity between the forests and

geiiya (wild lands) so that they were only differentiated by the

fact whether there are found trees standing or not. Tlie work

of the revision of the land tax was concluded in so short a

space of time and the classification of lands had to be made

according to their condition at the time, and as to their

positions, topographical conditions, and e.Kternal relations, no

investigation seems to have been made. It is worth}' of our

notice that the lands covering an area of 2,229,390 cho under

the name gcnya are destined to become forests in the near

future with the exception of those portions, which owing to

their geographical relations, will be turned into pasture and

other smaller parts to be turned into farming lands. These

lands are most extensively found in Hokkaido and the

northern parts of Honshu.

These gcnya owned by the State cover an area of 402,918
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cJio and those owned by tlie Imperial Household over 136,956

cho and those owned by the people over 1,689,515 cJio

Forests in the Empire are found in all districts from

Formosa on the south to Karafuto on the north. Since the

country is extended from the north to the south in narrow

chain, the distribution of these forests varies according to the

geological relations, the topographical conditions caused by

the rise and fail of steep m.ountains running through the

various parts of the country, and the social connections

depending upon the density of population. With the excep-

tion of a few forests scattered on level grounds, the main forest

lands are found in various mountainous districts vertically

running through the central parts of the country. It \\\\\ thus

be found that on the north, the great foiests of Karafuto

meander along their way covering the three mountain systems

of the western, central, and eastern districts. Mountain ranges

rivetting the Hokkaido in all directions, form beautiful forests

running throughout the entire island. In Honshu, a ciiain of

forests rising from Mt. Hakkota passing through Mt. I\\-ate of

Riku-chu and Mt. AzAima of Usen, running along the boun-

daries of Shinano and Echigo, forms the forest of Kiso. A
branch facing toward the south forms a large tract of forest

lands comprising Imperial forests of Mts. Fuji and Amagi. On

the south, a chain of forests takes its rise in the Kumano

mountain range in the province of Kii forming those found in

the districts of Yamato and Yoshino. In Shikoku, a chain of

forests .starting from the boundaries of Sanuki and Awa it

covers the high ridges of Mt. Lshizuchi on the west, and

extends f)vcr to the [)r<ivince of Tosa. In K\'ushu, Mt. Aso in
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the province oi' Higo forming the centre, a chain of forests

runs southward to Mt. Kirishima. In Formosa, there are

found the handsome forests of Mts. Ari and Rantai around the

high peak of Mt. Niitaka (Mt. Morrison) while the thick tore.st

growth covers the hills of the entire island. It will thus be

observed that the area of forests is the largest in the central

mountainous districts forming the very back-bone of the

country but smaller in levels along the shore. In general, these

forests grow clustered together in the rigorous climate of the

north but are scarce on the south where the temperature is

warm. The distribution of these forests is given in the

following table :-
^^^^^ ^^^^^

Descriptions. Honshu. Shikoku. Kyushu. (Average)

c/!0. cho. chj. ^«;'-

State forests and Gcuya^
5_^-i_266.2 200,676.2 9t5.392-9 7.537. 335-3

(wild lands). )

Imperial forests and (7fm'(Z
I 1,563,839.9 — — r. 563.339-9

(wild lands). J

3^ n\iblic forests and!
,710,942.1 154,745-4 203,883.7 3.069. 571-2

^.°

% S

Genya (wild lands)

)

Forests and 6'f«;"7) ^ ,„,(-.^,
owned bv temples [ ii3,oS3.6 4.179-4 2,352.7 124,6,0.7

and shrines. •'

=<! c
I
Forests and Gcnyd\ a ^ . ^oS »

^1 owned by privateh. 334. 534.1 595,S53-i 463,612.6 6,394,008.8

u cr individuals. '

'^% ^Total 8,163.564-3 754.777.9 669,888.0 9.588,230.7

Grand total 16,198,670.9 955.454.1 1,535.280.9 18,739. |05-9

Sq. ri. Sq. ri. Sq. ri. Sq. ri.

( 14,690.53 1,180.67 2,827.80 18,699.00

Fntirearea \ cho. cho. cho. cho.
tnt.rearea ... 122,846,712.2 1,836,178.0 4.397.794.6 29.080,604.0

Entire population 37,i6r.ioo 3.078,700 7,628,300 47.368. 100

The area of forests p^r cho. cho cho. cho.

Sq. ri 1,102.7 S09.2 560.6 r,oo2.2

The area of forests per cho. cho. cho. ''^"'\^^,

capita 0.4318 0.3109 0.2023 0.3904

The percentage of the

forest area against ^^^
entire area 0.71 '^.b-
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has only 36%. The ratio in Shikoku being 52% occupies the

medium position. The average ratio throughout the country

is 6y %. In making a mention of the topographical condition

of Japan, it will be noted that only a few days have elapsed

since Karafuto, Formosa, and Hokkaido have begun to be

exploited so that there is a vast tract of land that may be

regarded as the forest districts being rich in forests and that

in the northern part of Honshu, a greater part of the land is

occupied by steep hills and precipitous mountains which consti-

tute the so-called absolute forest districts, reaching the climax

in the neighbourhood of Mt. Fuji. As we approach south-

western provinces, large plains are opened with ranges of hills

containing a few high peaks scattered here and there. These

geographical conditions are one of the primary causes which

brought about the disparity in the distribution of forests and it

will also be observed that the history of the local economic

development has the closest connections with the existence of

forests. The districts of Shikoku, Kyushu, and the western

part of Honshu v/ere early opened to civilization, the means of

communications were comparatively developed
;
products were

freely conveyed to the markets both by land and sea ; the

demand of timber accompanying the increase of population had

early become very keen. All these circumstances must have

caused the reckless felling of forest trees causing thereby the

gradual decrease of their area while the breaking up of forests

stimulated by the necessity of the increase of agricultural farnjf

must have also contributed to such a distribution of forests as

we have at present. When apportioned to the number of

inhabitants, it will be observed that in Kyushu, the area os
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forests per capita is 0.210 cho, in Shikoku it is 0.310 clio,

and in Honshu it is 0.436 clio, the latter figures being

• double what they are in Kyushu. The rate per capita in

Formosa is 0.910 cho while in Hokkaido where the number

of the population is smaller, the proportion stands at 4.880 cho

per capita. In Karafuto that has the smallest number of

population and a large area of forests, the forest apportioned

per capita stands at 62.720 cJio. On the whole, it Viill be

noted that in the district \\iiich is densely populated, the area

of forests owned by the people is comparatively larger than

that of the State forests, and it appears that where the

population is small, the proportion of the State forests seems

to be increased. In Honshu, the area of forests owned by the

people amounts to over 2 times that of the State forests, in

Shikoku the proportion is about 350%, while in Kyushu the

area of the State forests is larger than that of forests owned

by the people. In Hokkaido, the forests owned by the

people are 1/8 of those owned by the State while in Taiwan

and Karafuto, all the forests belong to the State. In districts

v/here there arc a large number of forests owned b}' the

people, the State forests are found scattered about in the

remote and mountainous interiors. In regions to which com-

munication facilities for the conveyance of timber are available,

the forests arc mostly owned by people. In these forests, with

a few exception, no strict system of working is in operation.

The works are in such a position as to be shifted b}' the

charges in the demand for the products in the market and this

has often led to such deplorable results as the devastation of

the forests. Under such circumstances, the forests found in a
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•condition injurious to the preservation of the land and whieh

have been converted in accordance witli tlic Forest Law to the

protection forests, are mostly owned by tlie people thus

subjected to the limitation in their work. These forests cover

a disproportionately large area in various districts but as a result

of the random fellinij of trees which continued for many years,

the stock of forests has been greatly reduced and the products

being insufficient to meet the general demand, the supplies

were looked for elsewhere. In the southern part of Honshu

and in Kyushu these phenomena are being observed. The

progress of the technical and mining industries has recently

increased the demand of timber to such a degree that imports

of timber in a large quantity had to be made yearly from otiier

districts, with the exception of daily fuel. Tlie nortliern

part of Honshu and Hokkaido possess vast areas and rich

growth of forests, some of which have not been as yet utilized

and many of these forests are found in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of villages so that the products from thes^ forests

not only satisfy the daily demand of local districts but it is ap-

propriated for technical and mining industries as well as for

other purpose of consumption, besides their being exported

in large quantities. Thus surplus timber in Hokkaido is

exported as building materials or railway sleepers to Honshu,

China, and Korea. With the exception of making the suppl>'

for a few local demands, the entire portion of forests in Kara-

futo has not been utilized while in Formosa it is only whithin

the last few years that the measures for the utilization of

forests liave been adopted.

In short, with regard to the condition of the distribution
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and ownership of forests, it may be observed that owing to

future adjustments some changes m.ay be expected but, on the

whole, the order is restored and provisions completed so that

in the course of time the supply of the products will be

strikingly increased affording facilities to obtain the timber

everywhere throughout the country.

CHAPTER III.

THE FOREST ZONES AND THE CONDITION
OF FORESTS IN JAPAN.

The geographical position, the topographical condition,

climate, and geology of forest lands affect considerably the

species of forest trees and the condition of their growth.

Owing to the difference in the degree of the Latitude and"

that of the altitude above sea level, there is a considerable-

climatic difference in various districts. With the exception of

the Kuriles group and a few high mountainous districts, the

growth of the forest trees has been so favourable that there-

are found various lines of forests from the Torrid zone to the

Frigid zone having rich and abundant varieties of forest trees,

which have no equal in the world. Owing to the distribution

of land, topographical condition, continental and oceanic rcla^

tions, and to the tidal relations both cold and warm, the climate

of Japan is extremely complicated showing great varieties:

The temperature ranges from a yearly average of 20° C. in:

Formosa, the land of high temperature, to the j'early average
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Young forest of Thiijopsis dorabrata S. rr /..,

in Aomori Major Forest Reserve.
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of 2° 5' C. in Otomari, Karafuto, the coldest district. In observing

the temperature for the seven months from April to October

which have important relations to the growth of forest trees,

thus it will be seen that in Kyushu, the average temperature

is 21° 2' C, in Shikoku 20° 9' C, in the southern part of

Honshu 20° 4 C, in the northern part of Honshu 18° 4' C, in

Hokkaido 12° 7' C. and even in the high mountainous dis-

tricts, it falls seldom below 10° C. In Karafuto, during this

period, the average temperature is 10° C. while the maxim.um

temperature runs up to over 17° C. When these figures are

compared with Dove's standard temperatures, it is about a

degree higher in summer and about seven degrees lower in

\\inter.

The geology of the forest districts in Japan possesses all

the strata from the archaean formation to the cainozoic forma-

tion and are very complicated in their composition. The

forest lands in Karafuto consists of rocky strata subsequent to

chalk, and of rocks of archaean formation. The forest lands

in Hokkaido consist of rocks of neovolcanic strata, of

aqueous rocks and sandstone, tuff and conglomerate of the

Tertiary peroid, and a small section consists of the land belong-

ing to the palaeozoic strata. Forest lands in the northern part

of Honshu such as Aomori and Akita are chiefly of the igneous

rocks in the Tertiary period. In the central part of Japan,

mountain veins facing the Pacific consist of the strata belong-

ing to an archaean formation while the forest lands of Kiso

are composed of granite, other igneous rocks, and the soil

of archaean formation. The geology of the land in Muro in

the province of Kii, is of porphyry belonging to the
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Mcsvozoic period. The forest lands of Yoshincj in Vamato

province belong to the archaean formation. In we.stern part

>of Honshu, particularly in Cliu-goku, the land is mostly com-

posed of granite while the forests in such provinces as Tanba

and Tajima stand upon the archaean formation. The central

mountain chain of Shikoku belong, as is the case ^^•ith Yoshino

in Yamato province, to the archaean formation. A portion of

southern K}'ushu also belongs to the archaean formation but

the rest is largely composed of igneous rocks. The basic

strata of Japan consists of rocks of archaean formation, upon

which other strata have been deposited. The volcanic erup-

tions in each geologic period have extended over the surface

of large areas of igneous rocks, in fact one third of these forest

lands consisting of these igneous rocks. The rock belonging

to the archaean formation is granite, and those eruptions of

archaean and mesozoic formations have granite strata, por-

phyry, diabase, and porphyrite. There are large varieties of

rocks belonging to the Tertiary and Ouarternary but the

largest area is occupied by andesite and basalt.

The difference in the strata naturally causes variations in

the soil both in kind and nature affecting to no small degree

the growth of forest trees and the formation of forests.

Coniferous forests covering an extensive area and retain-

ing the beautiful .s}-lvan features grown by the natural regene-

ration are mo.stly found upon the .strata of igneous rocks while

a greater part of forests grown up by means of planting are to

be found on the aqueous rocks.

Japan's topographical and climatic relations affect tl\e

species of forest trees, condition of their growth, and the
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f()rn'iati<jn of forests. There are as man)- as 600 species of

forest trees, of \\lucli those occupy important position in forest

cconom.y number some scores.

The forests in Japan may be classified to four zones such

as Torrid Forest Zone, Tropical Forest Zone, Temperate

Forest Zone, and Frigid Forest Zone.

1. Tlie forests in the Torrid Forest Zone cover trie

entire of Formosa, the southern half of the Luchu

islands, the Yaeyama islands, and the Bohnine islands. In

reference to the altitude, these forests are found in the

places below 500 metres above sea level in Niitaka-yama,

Formosa, where average annual temperature is over 21° C. In

forests belonging to this zone, Ako {Fiats Wightiana Wall. var.

jciposiica Mig.], Tako-no-ki {Pandaiuis odratissiiyms L.), Ryu-

gan {Ncphclitnn Longana Camb.), Binroji {Arcca CatecJui Z.),

Tsugu {Arenga saccharifcra Labill), l^asho [MnsaBasJoo Sicb.),

and bamboo make perfect developments. Bamboos are grown

everywhere in these districts and their growth being vigorous,

produce bamboos of large size. These bamboos being strong

in their quality, are much utilized as materials for various kinds

of wares and buildings.

2. The Tropical Forest Zone comprises Shikoku, and

Kyushu as well as the northern part of the Luciiu islands

covering the southern part of Honshu, s;)Uth of ^,6° North

Latitude. In regard to the altitude, the for_-sts of this zone

are found in districts below 1,900 metres above sea level in

Formosa, 850 metres in Kyushu, and 500 metres in Tsukuba-

san, I litachi, the average yearly temperature ranging from 1

3"

C to 21° C, in this zone.
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Varieties of trees being numerous in forests of this zone,

there are large numbers of them which possess an important

value in the forest economy. The climate of this zone being

mild and genial, and the population being dense, gave rise to

various productive undertakings so that the supply of forest

products falls short of meeting the demand. As a result of

the reckless felling of trees for years in the past, there are very

few forests which retain their primitive features. In Honshu,

such primitive forests are found only in the premises of shrines

and temples in various districts. The trees in these forests as

they stand at present may be divided into ever-green broad-

leaved trees, deciduous broad-leaved trees, and pinus species.

Of ever-green broad-leaved trees, the following are the

important varieties :

—

Kusu-no-Ki {Cinnanioimun Caniplwra Ntcs.). This species

finds its native soil in Shikoku, Kyushu, and Kii (of Honshu),

forming an extensive natural forests, but this species grow s

in any place of this zone where there is found rich, fertile, and

clayish soils, but it especially thrives in southern districts free

from the cold wind. In Formosa, it grows even in places

which are i,ooo metres above sea level forming pure or mixed

forests with other species. In Kyushu, Shi]<:oku, and the

southern part of Honshu, it has been customary with the

people to add to the natural scenery of temples and shrines by

the preservation of this tree species, and therefore in various

places there arc seen not a few of old trees of this species in a

large size. The wood being hard and lustrous retaining a

peculiar fragrance, it is prized as the material for costly appara-

tus and furnitures. Since the timber po.s.se.sses durability against
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moisture, it is used to be highly vakied as the material for build-

ing ships. With recent years, the demand of it as the material

for camphor, has been rapidly increased which fact stimulated

the people to form the forests of this species and there is

every possibility that in future the area of these forests will be

considerably increased.

Tsuge [Biixiis scmipcri>ircns L. var. Japonica Muell. Arg.).

This is ever-green species, of which the largest measures 50

centimetres in diameter and 15 metres in height. It is not

particularly large in size but being hard in its nature and uniform

in tissues, the annual rings are hardly distinguishable. Heart

wood being pretty and lustrous is prized as the material for

fine sculpture. As the material for valuable utensils and rulers,

this wood is highly prized. It is grown in the provinces of

Kj'u.shu, Kii, and Izu, being particularly thrives in such

State forests as Kabaru, and Kosho-san of Kyushu, and in the

private forests as those are found in islands of Mikura and Miake

in Izu. This tree finds its congenial soil for growth in a lime-

stone soil, the forests being formed either by seedlings or cuttings.

Ichii-gashi {Qiierats gilva Bl.), Shira-gashi {Querais Vibra-

yiana Fr. ct Sav.)^ and Aka-gashi {Quercus acuta TJmnb.). Of

all the broad-leaved trees, these three varieties are most

extensively utilized, and as the handles of agricultural imple-

ments, rolling stocks, and rudders of boats they are to be most

valuable. The largest of \c\\\\-^7i.^\ [Quercus gilva Bl.)\^ 55

centimetres in diameter and 30 metres in height, bole measur-

ing 15 metres. It has been specially valued from ancient

times as supplying the best material for the handle of a spear

and its felling was prohibited under the rigorous command of
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the clan government. This species grows in Kyushu and the

southern part of Honshu. It really forms pure forest but

rather is found mixed with other species of Qncrcns occupying

vast areas. It being .shade bearing in nature, well grows

under the shelter-wood and the forests may be renewed either

through natural regeneration (3r by means of planting.

Principal varieties of deciduous broad-leaved trees are

Kunugi
(
Qiicrciis scrrata TJuiiib. ), Konara (

Qucrciis glaiidiilifera

Bl.)^ and Shide {Cm-pimis laxiflora BL).

Kunugi {Qiiercus scrrata TJiunb. ). This is used as fuel of a

superior quality and the material for making charcoal. It ranks

next to the other varieties of Qiiercus in the quality. Partly

owing to the easiness of forming the forests and partly to the

fitness for intensive working under the .short rotation, this

species is largely planted in the private forests. In these days,

with an exception of the northern half of Honshu and

Hokkaido, these forests are extensively grown in Shikoku,

Kyushu, and the southern part of Honshu. The bark of this

species contains tannin and is used for dyeing and in the

tannery industry while there is a large demand of this tree as

the wood upon which " Shiitake " (a kind of mushrooms) is

cultivated.

Konara [Qucrciis glandulifcra BL). As the firewood and

charcoal, the demand of this species is quite extensive. This

is the principal tree in the forests of natural growth comprising

various species of trees around mounds and on hills in Hon.shu.

The area covered by these forests is quite extensive, reaching

Hokkaido passing through tlie northern part of Hon.shu. Like

tlie Qiurciis scrrata y/iinib., this .species having light demand-
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inj^r nature L^nnvs everywhere in this zone where the soil

retains the proper amount o{ humidity. The forests are treat-

eel by coppice system, and within quite recent times it grows

in many instances, mixed ^\'ith Qucrcns scrrata Tluinb. and

CarpiiiHs laxiflora Bl.

Tliere are two kinds of pine forests such as of pinus

densiflora S. ct Z., and piiuis timnbcrgii Parlat. ; the frirmer

grows most extensively occupying as it does the first position

among conifers in this country. It grows thickly everywhere

from the southern extremity of Kyushu to the southern part

of Hokkaido \\\t\\ the exception of marshy places. Tliis

tree thrives in clay or claysh soil on the dry and elevated land.

When the forests either on levels, hills, or mountainous districts

are deforested by the reckless felling or fires, this .species

precedes other trees. In the southern part of Honshu, this

tree grows mo.st pro.sperously in places 2,000 metres above sea

level. The nature of this species being light demanding it

does ntjt thrive in shadowy places. It may be formed into

forests with favr,urable results either naturally or by means of

artificial planting. In most cases, it retains .sylvan features

of pure forest but in some rare instances, it is artificially

grown mixed with bamboos and Qucrcns glandnlifcra Bl.

Owing to the robust nature and the rapidity "with which it

grows, this species is planted in the forests owned by the public

bodies, temples and .shrines, and the private individuals. In

the southern as well as the central parts of Honshu, where as

the result of the abu.sive felling of trees, the land is impoveri-

shed, there is every indication that this .species will come to

occupy a large tract of land in future. The wood bears >-ellow
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and light reddish colour. It is hard and elastic. Being rich

in resin, it is durable against moisture and as such it is highly

appreciated as timber used for public engineering and pillars in

mines. Next to Sugi {Cryptonieria japonica Don.) it has an

abundant dem.and as building materials, and is indispensable as

fuel for dail)' use. In fact, "Matsutake" a variety of the best

edible mushrooms is grown among forests oi pinus dcnsiflora in

the southern part of Honshu.

Kuro-matsu [Pinus tJmnbeJ'gii Parlat.). In a similar v>a)- with

the Ptmis dcnsiflora S. et Z., this is utilized in various \\ ays.

The wood being of a light reddish colour, is hard and full of

resin, and therefore can be preserved for a lengthy period. It

is well adapted to the building of the foundations of bridges

and to various engineering v\-orks. As a fuel, it has a strong

power of combustion. Torches used by fishermen are made

of the root of this tree which have a rich amount of resin. It

thrives in a sandy shore blown by briny winds. In fact, it

grows everywhere in Shikoku, Kyushu, and the shores of

Hon.shu covering quite an extensive area of land.

Besides these trees, there are the bamboos which are one

of the most useful forest growth in Japan, among which we

ma}- mention Madake {PJiyllostacJiys Qiiilioi Rix'.), Hachiku

{Phyllostachyspiiberula Mjmro.), and Moso-chiku [phyllostachys

initis Riv.). There is always exist a large demand for these

bamboos as the materials for tools and furnitures and after being

worked under various crafts, these are at present exported in an

increasing quantity to Europe and America. Bamboos are

cultivated in the priv^atc forests everywhere in Japan chiefly in

the southern part of Honshu, Shikoku, and Kyushu. Above all.



Pure forest of Fa^is sylvatica L. var. SieboMi Maxnn .
:'1.il^

forest, in Miyagi Major Forest Rescive.
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in such districts as Kyoto and Nara, favourable sylvan features

are retained, in fact, sonrie of Phyllostachys Qiitlioi Riv. found

in the private forest in Yamashina, Kyoto, measures 20 centi-

metres in diameter and 22 metres in length. I^amboos mostly

grow either bet\\-een the agricultural farms or on the slopes of

mounds and do not form the forest covering an extended

areas. These bamboo forests are treated by annual selection

system and are well fitted to be undertaken by men of small

means.

Of all the bamboos, Phyllostachys viitis Riv. makes the

most rapid growth, it sometimes reaching 30 centimetres in

diameter and 25 metres in heights. This is extensively culti-

vated in such districts as Kyushu and Kii, and is highly prized

as the material for v^arious implements.

3. The forests in the Temperate Forest Zone are found

in districts from the northern half of Honshu to the southern

half of Hokkaido, that is, in those regions from 36° to 43°

5' North Latitude and the yearly average temperature ranges

from 6' C. to 13° C. The distributions in respect of altitude

are found in the height 3,000 metres in Formosa, 1,800 metres

in Shikoku, and 1,500 metres in the central part of Honshu,

and 500 metres in tlie southern part of Hokkaido.

Forests in this zone being quite extensive, many of them

have not been explored. Trees of an excellent quality form

a natural forest and this zone is considered to be most valuable

in the forestry of Japan. It may be said that the beaut}' of

the Japanese forests reaches its climax in this zone, but o\\ ing

to the rigorous climate in some parts and the damages from

the snow drifts, a sufftcient attention must be paid to the
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tending and protection of these forests. There are over 6o

varieties of forest trees belonging to this zone, but the principal

species are as follows :

—

Among conifers, Hinoki {Chauiaccyparis obtiisa S. et Z.),

Sugi {C7-yptoineria japonica Don.), Hiba {TJuijopsis dolabrata

S. ct Z.), Koyamaki [Sciadopytis vcrticillata S. ct Z.), Sawara

{Chauiaccyparis pisifera S. ct Z.), Nezuko {Tlutja japonica

Maxim.), Momi {Abies firina S. ct Z.), Tsuga {l^sn^op Sicboldi

Carr.), Iramomi {Picca b'lcolor JIayr.). Baramomi {Picca polita

Carr.), Himeko-matsu [Pinns parviflora S. ct Z.) Chosen-matsu

{Picca Kora'icnsis S. ct Z.), Goyo-matsu {Pinns pcniaphylla

Mayr.), Kara-matsu {Larix Icptolcpis Gord.) and etc.

Among deciduous broad-leaved trees, Keyaki {Zclkoiva

oc'itninata PL), Yachidamo {Fraxinns niandsliurica Riipr.),

Katsura {CcrcidipJiyllnni jnponicnui S. ct Z.), Onara {Qitcrcns

crispnla BL), Sawagurumi {Ptcmcarya rJunfolia S. ct Z.), Tochi-

no-ki {Acscnl'is turbinata BL), Kurumi {Jnglans Sicb.diiana

Maxim..), Nire {Ulinns cainpcstris Sm. 7"ir. Licvis Plmch.)^

Kuri {Castanca vulgaris Lam. var. Jap.inica Dc), Kiwada

{PJicllodcndron amiircnsc Rupr.), Harigiri {AcantJiopanax

ricinifoiium S. ct Z.), Enju {Sophora japonica L.), Ilako-j'anagi

{Popiilns TrcmuLx L. var. villosa JVcsm.), Doro-no-Ki {J^opn/us

balsamifcra L, var snavcolcns Loud.). Hono-Ki {Magnolia

hypolcnca S. ct Z.), Ka.shiv.a {Qucrcns dcntata TJiiiub.), Sakura

{Primus Pscndo- Census Lindl. var. spontanea Maxim.). Buna

{Pagns sylvatica Z. var. Sicboldi JLaxim.), Kaetle {Acer

palmitnm 77iHnb.) and etc.

Ilinuki {C/iainaccyparis obtusa S. et Z.). The wood being

dense and compact, possess a peculiar flavour, and therefore is
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adapted as tlic material for buildings, ornament's woods, earth

works, and the building oi ships and bridges. In point of

varict}' of utilization and the iiigh respect in which it is held,

this tree occupies the most important position among the

conifers in Japan. It grows in all the districts such as, the

central and the southern part (jf Honshu, Shikoku, anil

Kyuslui while in those pnn-inces of Kii, Yamato, Musashi,

Totomi, and Tajima, artificial forests of tliis species occupy a

greater part. The natural growlh of this tree of the Imperial

forests in Kiso are celebrated as one of the three beautiful

forests in Japan, and natural forests of Koya-san in Kii province

are known for the production of large timber of this species.

The native soil of this tree is found in the central i)art of

Honshu at the height from 550 metres to i ,500 metres above

sea level but it grows in either above or below the said altitude

provided that the air does not lack a pn^per amount of mois-

ture, either alone or mixed with other species, retaining the

perfect sylvan features.

Iliba {TImjopsis dolabrata S. ct Z). Together with

Chamaccyparis obtusa S. ct Z., Chamaecyparis pisifera S. ct Z.,

Thujajapomca Maxim., Sciadopytis vcrticillata S. ct Z., this

tree constituted tlie five important si)ecies, so-called
''
Jivv

trees' of Kiso during the feudal times an 1 enjoyed careful

protection as "Tome-ki" (Lit. the preserved tree). This is

principally grown by means of natural regeneration but seldom

by artificial planting. Such districts as Aomori, the n .rthern

end of Honshu, are celebrated for the existence of the pure

growth of this species while in the State forests covering aii

area about 100,000 c/io in peninsulas as Tsugaru, and Nanbu,
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it grows mixed w ith a small amount of Buna {Fao;is sylvatica

Z. var. Sicboldi Maxim). In the mountains on the northern

borders of Rikuchu, the Goyo-zan in Rikuchu and mountain

ranges of the Tone county, Kozuke, this species grows mixed

with other conifers such as Himeko-matsu {Finns parviflora S.

et Z.) and Sawara {Chamaccyparis pisifc7'a S. ct Z.) covering a

large area of forests. This tree grows very sloA\-ly, annual

rings being narrow and owing to the compactness of the

qualit}' it has a strong power of resistance. The wood, there-

fore, supplies important materials for building and public

engineering. Of late, this tree has come to be used as railway

sleepers, for which purpose it excells others as it is preserved

to a lengthy period.

Sugi {Cryptoincria japonica Don.). Of all the varieties of

conifers, next to Aka-matsu [Finns dcnsiflGra S. et Z.), this

tree covers an extensive tract of land and it thrives in sunny

grounds. Being active in its growth, it attains a considerable

size, the largest being 2 metres in diameter and 40 metres in

height. If the soil and the air are adaptable, it may be

cultivated in all parts of Shikoku, Kyushu, Honshu, and even

as far as the southern part of Hokkaido. The beautiful sight

of the natural pure forests of this species is presented in the

State forest of Na^^akizawa in the Akita Major Fcn-est Reserve

while beautiful forests formed by artificial planting are found in

the private forests in Y(«hino districts of Yamato province.

The natural growth of this .species in the State forests of

Yakushima in the Kagoshima Major Forest Reserve. Kyushu,

is well known for the production of timber of a fine quality.

The gains are so brightly discernible and possess what is
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known as " Uzura-moku " or " Quail-t^rain." The \\-oocl is

light yellowish and raddish in colour. As the material for

buildings, implements, and decorations, it is known for its wide

applications.

Sawara [Chainaecyparis pisifcra S. ct Z.), Nc/Aiko [TJmja

japonica Maxim.), Koya-maki {Sciadopytisvcrticillata S. "t Z.).

In natural forests, these trees grow mixed with other species,

very few of them being found as pure forests. In the State

forests of Koya-san in Kii province and in the Imperial forests

of Kiso these trees grow mixed with Chainaecyparis obtiisa S.

ft Z. and other conifers. Of the natural forests of these

specie?, the largest is found in groups at the points ranging

between 900 metres and 1,800 metres above sea level in such

provinces as Yamato, Bungo, Satsuma, Omi, Iwashiro. Shimo-

tsuke, and Uzen. CJiamaecyparis pisifcra S. ct Z. and Thuja

japomca inexiin are fine in their quality but being soft and

light, they are liable to split and break. These trees are made

into boards, sliding doors, boxes and bended-wooden articles.

The growth of the Sciadopytis vcrticillata S. ct Z. being

extremely slo\v, the grains narrow, and possessing a kind of

resin, it is prized for the durability in water and is used as the

materials for backets and earth works.

Momi [Abies firma S. ct Z.). This species thrives most

extensively in the primitive forests in the southern part of

Honshu, Kyushu and Shikoku. It grows in shady places. In

the latter portion of its life, the growth is very rapid and it

forms a fully developed trunk in the congenial soil. The wood

is light and soft, easily warping and pliable. As the timber for

general use, it may be inferior to other conifers but as the
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materia! for pulp it is found to be excellent.

TsLiga {Tsiiga Sicboldi Car7'.). This tree in the same

locality with Abies firnia S. ct Z. and in most instances, it

thrives mixed \\ith it. Its growth is slow but being hard in

quality, it is principally adapted for the material of buildings.

The timber with v^ertical grains is highl}' appreci:;ted for

.decorative purposes. It is used together with Abies firma S.

ct Z, as the material for making pulp or boxes.

Himeko-matsu [Finns pai'viflora S. ct Z.). The forests of this

tree spread ov^er the mountain ranges of Iwashiro starting from,

the land i ,600 metres in height along the borders of Kozuke

and Echigo, and in Tsushima and Shiribeshi, Hokkaido, they

present perfect sylvan features unmixed with other trees.

Goyo-matsu {Pimis pcntaphylla Mayr.) and Chosen-matsu

[Pimts koraieiisis S. ct Z.). These trees grow from this zone to

next zone, and may be found in a small quantity in the mount-

ains in the central and northern parts of Honshu.

Bara-momi {Picca poLita Carr.) and Iramomi [Picea bicolor

Mayr.). The distribution of these trees are very limited and

they grow mostly clu.stered together on the sIojjc of Mt.

Fuji at the height over 2,000 metres above sea level and also

they are found scattered over high mountainous districts.

These trees being slow and dull in their growth, the wood is

soft and does not begin to be compared with other varieties of

conifers as far as their utilization is concerned but the\' ma\- be

satisfactorily u.sed as the ceiling boards of the house or as the

furniture not subject to moisture.

Kara-matsu {La7-ix Lptolcpis Go?-d.). The natural forests

of this species cliiefi}' found at the .slope of Mt. Euji. Mt.
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Asania and in the A/,umi county of Shinant) province. Some

grow on the slope of Mt. Nikko spontaneously but elsewhere

there exist very few of its natural forests. This tree grows on

dry soil of volcanic strata making a healthy growth in the sun

shine. The wood being hard and durable, is highly pri/.ed as

the materials for liouses, shij^^s, telegraph posts, earth works,

and others. As it grows very rapidly, there arc risks con-

nected with the building up of forests b}' cultivation. In fact,

since it grows with favourable' results in poor and desolate

soil, the districts for the planting of this tree has recently

been extended through the entire part of Honshu and Hok-

kaido.

In this zone, great varieties of deciduous broad-leaved

trees are grown occupying a greater part of the forest area

but they seldom grow unmixed with other trees. Konara

{Quercus glanduUfcra Bl.), K.3.s[\\\\'^ [Qiicrctts dejitcita Thiinb.),

Onara {Qncrais crispnla Bl.), Kaba [JniJila species), Don^no-

ki {^Popiilus Inilsauiifera L. var sitaveoleiis Loud.). Katsura

{Cercidiphylluui, japonkum S. et Z.)^ Han-noki {Alnus japoni-

ca S. et Z.), and Buna {Fa_iius sylvarlca L. var. Sicboldi Maxii>i.)

constitute pure single aged forests respectively and extend over

Honshu and the southern half of Hokkaido while other

varieties of deciduous broad-leaved trees grow irregularly mixed

with numerous kinds of other broad-leaved trees and conifers.

The following species are the principal forest trees in reference

to the forest economy.

Keyaki [Zclkoiva acuiiiinnta PL). Of the broail-leax'cd

trees growing in Japan, no other tree enjo>'s a wider utilization

and a greater respect than this species. This .species grou's to
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a lar^e size everywhere in Shikoku, Kyushu, and Honshu

mixed with other shade bearing species of broad-leaved trees-

but very few form forests by itself. It makes a perfect

growth in the congenial soil in the south-eastern slope of

mountain. It makes a spontaneous growth at points below

1,600 metres in Shikoku and Kyushu, and 750 metres in the

northern part of Honshu. The wood of large dimensions is

produced from the districts of Kiso, Izu, Totomi, Hyuga,

Yamato, Ise, and Mutsu. In order to obtain the large timber

of this species, it requires a long rotation so that the undertaking

is not adapted to men of small capital. In the State forests,

efforts are being made to regenerate the forests of this species

both naturally and artificially whenever the land is adapted to

afforestation so that the districts of this species are constantly

extending. The wood being hard and lustrous, it is highly

valued as the material for buildings, decorations, and .ship-

buildings. The wood bearing such beautiful grains as " Jorin-

moku," " Tama-moku," and " Botan-moku " is best adapted to

the manufacture of household furnitures and implements. This

wood with all its hardness is very easy to work up, and there-

fore valued for articles of fine arts and carving.

Buna {Fag-iis sylvatica L. var. Sicboldi Maxim). Next to^

Aka-matsu {Pmus dcsiflora S. ct Z.), this is a variety of trees

which covers the widest extent of the area and is found

everywhere in mountainous districts of the north and the

south of Honshu, Shikoku, and Kyushu and is distributed

in the southern part of Hokkaido. It grows together with

Onara [Qucrciis crispula Bl.), Katsura {Cercidiphylhim japon-

iciun S. it Z,), Shioji {^Fra.xiiiits SicboMinna />/.), Kaedc {^Acer
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pictuvi Tluinb.) but it forms a L^rand and extensive pure forest

at points 300 metres above sea level in the mountain ranges of

such provinces as Aomori, Iv.ate, Echigo, and Yamagata.

The wood is but little used as the material for buildings and

other similar purposes but as fuel, it forms one of the import-

ant supplies. These forests supply the fuel in the smelting

places of Kosaka, Ani, Ashio and other mines. This species

grows in shady places and grows incessantly until it reaches

the mature age and become very large. It is said that the

Ainu (Natives of Hokkaido) used to make a canoes out of this

wood.

Yachidamo {Fraximis viandshnrica Riipr.), Katsura {Ccr-

cidiphyllwn japonicuvi S. ct Z.). Of the broad-leaved trees in

Hokkaido, these are the only varieties used as the material for

buildings. They arc also used as the decorative material and

grow very extensively so that they are seen all over Hokkaido.

They also thrive among the rocky valleys in mountains in

the northern part of Honshu, finding a congenial soil in plains

and wet places. The wood being soft and tenacious, has

the qualities of durability and elasticity. Of late, it is being

exported to North China as railway sleepers.

Inu-enju {Cladrastis aviurcusis B. ct H. var. floribnnda

Maxim.). This species grows with other broad-leaved trees in

the central as well as in the northern part of Hon.shu and the

.southern part of Hokkaido. The wood is of a peculiar

nature possessing a beautiful lustre. It is used as the material

for the best class of utensils and implements and valued also

as the material for buildings and decorative purposes.

Kurumi [Jnglans Skboldiana Maxim.). It grows most
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abundantly in fertile soil of the lower land among the mountains

in the central as well as in the northern part of Honshu

A\-hile on the dry soil upon the summit of mountains they

are scarcely found. In the plains of Ishikari and Tokachi,

Hokkaido, beautiful forests of this species are seen mixed

with yachidamo {Fraximis niandslmrica Rupr.), Katsura

{Cercidiphyllunijaponic7Lm S. et Z,), and Nire [Ulvius caiupcstris

Svi. var. laevis Planch.). The wood being pliable and strong,

is free from the fear of being \\"arped or crooked so that it is

most extensively used for passenger cars or the first class

materialfor decoration in general. It is peculiarly adapted for

the rifle stocks.

Hari-giri [Acantliopanax ricinifolium S. et Z.). This gro\\'s

in the humid soil in the mountanous districts of the northern

part of Honshu and in all parts of Hokkaido. In deep forests

or fertile grounds it grows to the huge size, the wood being

hard and lustrous shows bright grains and is white in colour so

that it is prized for the articles of decoration and implements.

Kashiwa {Qucraia deiitata TJmnb.). Together with Onara

{Qtterais crispnla BL), this species grows in wet mountanous

places in the north-eastern districts of Honshu. It also thrives

in the plains of Hokkaido. It seldom forms pure forests by

itself but always gro^^•s mixed with other deciduous broad-

leaved trees with the exception of those in the plains of

Tokachi and Ishikari in Hokkaido wlierc it forms extensive

pure forests At present, Qucrciis crispnla Bl. are mostly

used as railway sleepers and prized as fuel while the Qucrcns

dcntata Thunb. that contains tannin in the bark is chiefly used

for tannery, the rest being used as fuel.



Pure forest of Chamaecyparis obtusa S. it Z.. Imperial forest, in Kiso.
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Hako-yanagi [Popiihis tremula L. var. villosa Wcsvi.) and

fDoro-no-Ki {Popnlns balsaniifera L. var. siiavcolciis Loud.)

These species are the unique material for making match sticks.

Popiiliis tremula L. var villosa IVesm. is found in Shikoku,

Kyushu, and Hokkaido while the Populus balsaniifera L.

var. snavcolcus Louii. thrives in the northern part of Honshu

as well as in Hokkaido. In Karafuto, it is also found in

a limited quantity. They never fail to grow in light and

wet soil. In Monbetsu and Shari counties of Kitami province,

Kamikawa county of Ishikari province, and the Tokachi

covmty- of Tokachi province in Hokkaido, they form perfectly

developed pure forests by themselves. They are fond of

growing in sunny places. Being rapid in growth, in 25 years,

they attain the height of 20 metres. These trees may b

. regenerated either by cuttings, seeds, or suckers.

Kuri {Castauca vulgaris Lain. var. japonica Dc). This

tree grows extensively in Kyushu, Shikoku and the western

part of Honshu presenting beautiful sylvan features along the

slopes of high mountains or hills while in the central as wel

as the northern part of Honshu, fine timber of this species

is produced in plains. It does not form large forests by

itself growing mixed \vith Buna {Fagus sylvatica L. var.

Sieboldi Maxim.), Hiba {Tlnijopsis dolabrata S. ct Z.), Kiwada

i^Phellodcndron avmrcnse Rupr.), Katsura {CercidipJiylluin

japonicinn S. ct Z.), Kaede [Acer palinatuin Thuiib.), and

Sawa-gurumi {Pterocarya rJioifoha S. tt Z.) but it forms forests

unmixed with other trees as seen in the Kohinata State

forests. Tone county, Kozuke province, and in Hiraka county,

Ugo prevince. The wood being hard, it stands moisture for
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extended period so that it is valued as railway sleepers.

Sakura [Prumis psetido-ccrasiis Liiidl. var. spontanea

Maxim.), Kaede {Acer palmatum Thunb.), Ho-no-ki {Magnolia

hypolcnca S. ct Z.). These trees are important species from

the standpoint of forests undertakings but there is no district

where these trees form pure forests ; they gro\\' mixed with

other conifers and broad-leaved trees being scattered in all

districts. These trees are valuable according to the nature of

the crafts into which they are put. The timber of this species

being comparatively high in price and limited in their produc

tion, the supply does not ah^-ays meet the demand. In future,

it is expected that in the forests owned by the State and the

people these trees will be planted mixed with other trees.

Such deciduous broad-leaved trees as Tochi-no-ki {Aesciihis

turbinata BL), Nire {Uhmis Cavipcstris Sni. var. lacris Planch.),.

Han-no-ki {Alnus japonica S. et Z.), Toneriko {F-axinus

Bungcana Dc. var. piibincrvis IVg), Saikachi {Glcditschia

japonica Mig), Enoki {Celtis sinensis Pers.), and Yanagi {Salix

babylonica L.) are not worthy of being cultivated and built up

into forests regarded from the standpoint of forest economy

but in this forest zone, these trees arc planted for the purpose

of the protection of the principal species in the forests and of

the maintenance of the ferest lands.

4. Forests in the Frigid Forest Zone cover the northern-,

half of Hokkaido, the group of Kurile islands and the entire

part of Karafuto, occupying the lands whose average annual

temperature is belo\v 6° C. and the distributions in respects of

altitude they are found in regions above 3,500 metres above .sea

lebel in Formosa and i, 800 metres in the central part of Honshu.
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"Forests in this zone, ^ith the exception of Hokkaido and

•Karafuto, find their existence on tlie summit of high mountains.

The soil in such places being bad, and suffering damages from

the fierce wind, their growth are impeded, not producing

•valuable timber. ]3ut in Karafuto and Hokkaido, the thickly

wooded conifers cover the mountains and hills. There are

deep forests to which no human footsteps have as yet penetrat-

ed and the principal species of trees are Todo-matsu [Abies

sacJialincnsis Mast.) and Ezo-matsu [Picca ajanensis Fisch.).

.'In Hokkaido, these trees begin to grow^ in regions 450 metres

above sea level in the mountainous districts of the southern

part of the island and extending over the boundaries of Teshio,

Tokaciii, Nemuro, and Kitami, inclusive of the mountain

ranges of Ishikari, reach to Kunajiri island. In particular, these

forests present perfect sylvan features without being mixed

M'ith other trees covering a large tract of land such as the

^Imperial forests of Tarumae and Amar3/'o, the State forests of

Teshio, the Imperial forests of Kushiro, the State forests of

'Oneto, Shari, and Kokugo-to. The greater part of the forests

• covering ^0% of the entire land in Karafuto practically consists

of these trees. Parts below 400 metres above sea level on Mt.

Niitoi are covered with coniferous forests composed of these

trees while up to 500 metres, there grow mixed forests of

conifers and broad-leaved trees. In those parts above 500

metres and below 20 metres there exist broad-leaved trees,

Hai-mats [Pimts piunila Pall.) and lawns. The greater parts

of Karafuto are below the 500 metres above sea level so

that they are thickly wooded with these trees. The distant

view of these forest ranges is :».ltogethcr continental and such
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an imposing spectacle is nowhere found throughout Japan.

The wood is rough and hght, and subject to warping by the

degree of its diyness, yet its demand as the material for build-

ings and earth works is quite large, being equalled by no other

timber supplied by Hokkaido and Karafuto.

Akaezo-matsu [Picea Glehni Mast.). This is an important

tree growing together A\"ith Todo-matsu { Abies sacJialincnsis

Mast.) and Ezo-matsu [Picea ajanensis FiscJi.) in Karafuto but

the output is not very large. Compared "v\-ith these two

varieties, it enjoys a greater and a higher quotation. The

wood being hard, it is highly appreciated for building purposes.

In Karafuto, Etrop and Shikotan of the Kurile group, there

are found a species of Larix leptolcpis Gord, called Shikotan-

matsu {Larix dahtirica T?trez. var. japonica Maxiu/.) which

even in the rigorous climate and against cold winds form

forests by themselves. The wood is reddish in colour and

hard in its composition and stands moisture for a lengthy

period so that as the material for shipbuildings, public engine-

erings and household furnitures, its demand is very large. To

this list, we may add such deciduous broad-leaved trees as

Shira-kaba {Betiila alba L. var. vulgaris Dc), Yamahan-no-Ki

{Alims iiicana Willd. var. glaiica Ait.), Nanakamado {Pirns

aiicuparia Gaertii var. japonica Afaxiju.). Throughout this

zone, there arc found pure forests of these species or mixed

with other trees in various places. The land in Karafuto and

Hokkaido covered by these forests is by no means limited

in its extent, but these trees have no special value in the

forestry. The supply from these forests is made in the way

of fuel and timber for the purposes of mining and fishciy.
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The varieties of forest trees in each of these zones arc

almost innumerable, but those mentioned above are the princi-

pal species in Japan. These trees naturally form forests by

themselves or mixed with other trees in their respective zones.

Conifers, in general, occupy elevated places such as hills and

mountains in the southern part of Honshu while the forests m

the low and level grounds are generally of broad-leaved trees.

On the contrary, in the northern part (^f Honshu, ccMiifers

m.ostly grow along the mountain slope but both (M1 the

summit and foot of mountains broad-leaved trees are found.

CHAPTER IV.

THE FOREST EXPLOITATION.

Section I. Outlines.

The record shows that attempts for the exploitation of

forests were made as early as in the period of Konin (the

beginning of the gth century) and the Emperors of successive

generations put a limitation upon the felling of trees by the

Imperial Decree with a view to the protection of forests. For

the space of .several hundred years the courtiers vied with one

another for the supremacy in the administration causing a

series of internecine wars. To be sure, there was an occasional

respite but having no energy remaining to attend to the forest

exploitation, it was neglected together with other branches of

industries. Since the Tokugawa family started the Govern-
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ment in Edo (in the middle of the 17th century) for the space

of three hundred years, a great deal of attention v:as paid with

considerable results to the adjustment of the forest adminis-

tration and to the protection of forests. In respect to the

method of exploitation, it may be observed that owing to

differences of conditions and usages in various clans it showed

corresponding variations, and on account of militar}- consi-

derations, the exploitation of forests was conducted by the

conservative policy under the most rigorous legal provisions.

In these days, therefore, there was a distinction between the

forests to be exploited and those in which the felling of the

trees had been prohibited. At any rate, there was none that

was not subjected to more or less limitations. The felling

of important trees \\-as prohibited even in such exploitable

forests which went under the names of " Mochi-yama,"

" Shitate-yama," " Miyama " and " Gyorin " not to speak of

forests preserved for the protection of paddy fields, irrigation,

and those against the collapse of sand, against snow, winds,

waves, and those for attracting fish. In reference to other

trees, the freedom of felling was given. For instance, those

trees which were known as the *' Five-trees " in Kiso,

TJiJijopsis dolabrata S. ct Z. in Aomori, Cr}'ptomeria japonica

Don. in Akita, the "Six-trees" in Kii. the "Seven-trees" in

Awa, and the " Three-trees " in Kumamoto bclongeb to the

category of trees not to be cut down. These facts account for

the preservation of handsome forests in these districts.

As results of the utmost efforts made towards the preser-

vation of these forests, beautiful sylvan features were presented

which lasted, however, but temporarily. On the occasion of
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the Restoration of the Meiji period, the evil of the reckless

felHng of trees took place for a time wliich alm(xst ruined the

forests in many cases. At this juncture, the Government made

a careful investigation of the means of forming forests in the

economic way which led the authorities to promulgate the law

relating to tlie land tax. Lands were categorized showing the

distinction of ownership between the Government and the

people, but as a matter of fact not only boundary lines were

despairingly mixed up but there arose various evils as the

encroachments of forest lands and the despoiling of their

products whether intentionally or by mistake creating a great

deal of trouble in exploitation. The first exploitation of

the State forests in Honshu (exclusive of Hokkaido, For-

mosa, and Karafuto) that was commenced in the year 1890,

was aimed to adjust these abnormal condition of forests. This

undertaking was to be continued for 15 years from 1890 to

1904, the expenses needed for which being paid out of tlie

ordinary annual expenditure together with the extraordinary

expenses amounting to 855.951 yen and the work is conducted

every year covering the following points :

—

1

.

To investigate the actual condition of the State forests

covering an area of 6,6000,000 cho, scattered all over the

country, differentiating those forests which should be preserved

as the State forests and those which may be advantageousl}'

transferred to the ownership of the private individuals, and to

determine the districts under the State control by means of

considering the facilities of the control and observing the

•question whether it is economically profitable or not.

2. To investigate and determine the boundary lines
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between the forests owned by the State and that owned by the

people so as to protect the State forests against the transgression

of boundary lines, and also to rectify the despoliation of forest

products either intentionally or by mistake.

3. To survey the State forests covering an area of 1,380,-

000 cho that is easily to be ultilized and also economically under

a keen demand, and to ascertain the exact areas of these

forests so as to prepare the perfect forest maps.

It need scarcely be .stated that to attain the three objects

micntioned above will take a considerable length of time. Not

only that, since the nature of the work bears serious relations-

to various other matters it is next to impossible to pass fair

judgement upon the question of the preservation and abandon-

ing of these forests by taking a general observation of the

forests covering such a large area, unless the work is carried on

continuously. In order to smoothly accomplish the under-

taking, both the demarcation and the actual survey o£

boundaries must go hand in hand and as at the same time

the present forest system necessitates the .speedy completion of

the work, it was projected to continue it for a period over

extending some years. It is highly commendable that these

measures were adopted so as not to be swayed by temporary

considerations and arguments. Notwithstanding the fact that

the first exploitation of State forests have been attained by the

work of a few experts, it is gratifying that comparatively

satisfactory results have been obtained. Such programmes as

the disposal of the Stfitc forests either by means of sale or

lease, conversion of the State forests to the cultivate land and

pasture as well as the preparation of the working plans for the
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loni^ period (whicli may be taken as tlic- future standard of the

exploitation) have been made on the basis of these results.

Thus a new epoch was opened in the works of the State forest

in Japan.

The 2nd exploitation of the State forests was realized by

the publication of the Special Account Law of the Forest

Funds in 1899, whereby the abnormal condition of the State

forests was regulated, the sphere of utilization was determ.ined

and the radical measures of adjustment were to be adopted to

give facilities to the work and to economize the management

of the State forests. The total funds to be put into the work

were figured at 23,022,053 yen. The works proposed, consist

of the investigation concerning the disposal of the State forests,

not needing preservation, the actual survey of the State

forests whicli are necessary to be preserved, the preparation of

the working plans, the formation of new forests in barren

lands, the provisions of forest engineering and various items

concerning the Government purchase of the private forests and

in these ways, it is proposed to determine the work of tke

State forests.

After the conclusion of the investigation relating to the

question as to the preservation and disposal of the State

forests and gcitya (wild lands) in 1894, the authorities took

great pains and paid the keenest attention in the excution of,

the work. But .since the adjustment of forests and gcnya

involves a large amount of expense, the work proved abortive

owing to the financial difiliculties. In 1898, however, the

Government proposed to meet the expenditures for these ad-

justments not by the general annual expenditures but by tlic
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proceeds to be realized from the disposal of unnecessary State

forests and the law to that effect was finally promulgated with

the consent of the Imperial Diet.

The completion of this work has to be attained chiefly by

the disposal of the State forests not needing preservation, so

that it is obvious that the Government should pay attention to

the method of the disposal in order to complete the v.ork as

soon as was predetermined. According to the plan proposed,

the advantages for the State accruing from the adjustment of

the State forests are various. To mention some, it may be

stated that by the disposal of State forests and gc/iya not

necessary to be preserved, the district under the Government

management will be narrovved affording great facilities to the

protection of State Forests and economizing the expenses for

control. The receipt of the land tax to be collected from

forests disposed of, \\\\\ amount to 50,983 yen yearly, which

will add to the yearl}' increase of the Ex-chequer revenues.

The compilation of the working plans accompanied by the

actual survey \\ill do away with the complications in the

work and will show what is the stock of the State forests. As

to the increase of the volume of timber to be felled, it was

figured that subsequent to the year 191c, the forest receipts

would be quadrupled. The afforestation of the land where

there are no trees, will read to the decrease of the wilderness,

securing the advantages arising in connection with the pro-

tection of land. Even on the .supposition that lOO years hence

the timber produced will show the same quotation as at

present, there will be forest receipts amounting to some 66,-

•000,000 yen which actually corresponds to about 13 percent of
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the Excliequcr revenue at present. The hopefulness of this

undertaking in future is most plainly shown in tlie experience

of the past 1 1 years.

Section II. The Actuai. Investigation of

State Forests.

The actual investigation of State forests comprises the

items, as to investigate the position, the topography, the area

and the condition of those State forests under the supervision of

the Department of Agriculture and Commerce and to adjust

and draw the line between those forests to be preserved in the

permanent possession of the State and those which might

be transferred with advantage to private ownership. The

standard of the determination may be given as follows :—
1. The forest lands covering the area of 50 cho, or the

forest lands that scattered within 2 ?-/ from, a town or village,

and might be v/orked independently for a series of years.

2. Forest covering an area not exceeding 50 c/io which

may be placed under the Government control together with

the other forests covering several thousands of c/io either in

same or the neighbouring county.

3. Forest covering the area less than 10 cAo and which

produces a small amount of forest products but which in con-

sideration of the forest undertakings, is necessary for the purpose

of the conveyance of timber, the preservation of timber, and the

building of official residences, may be regarded as adaptable

from the economic standpoint of view, to the Government

undertakings connected with the forest exploitation.
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Those forests which stand outside the three conditions

above named and ^^•hich are found A\'ithin the sphere of the

regular farming lands or those necessar}' for the collection of

agricultural manures and for the keeping of live stock will be,

it is proposed, transferred to the private ownership.

Comparatively speaking, the State forests of Japan possess

large areas while their position being distributed in various

directions, a great deal of inconvenience is felt both in the

management and supervision of the work, and some of the

forests are regarded as being probably more profitable if

utilized as agricultural land. The investigation of the actual

condition was started in the year 1 890 at the beginning of the

first exploitation of the State forests, and was completed in

1 894 after the elapse of 5 years. According to the results of

the investigation of the State forests covering an area of

8.093,016 clio, the forests which need to be preserved are

7,354,343 cho. and those which do not require preservation are

74 1-573 c^^'^- Proceeds obtained from the disposal of the

forests covering an area of 741,573 cJio, form the funds for the

work of. the second exploitation of State forests.

The work of adjustment of State forests in the first exploi-

tation was necessarily imperfect, l^eside this, the progress of

the times since then, led to changes of the conditions requiring

more or less consideration in regard to the work. It was in the

year 1899 that the Regulations for the di.sposal of the State

Forests were drawn up which enabled the authorities to start

the reinvestigation of the work, so as to avoid as much as

.possible any shortcomings.

The disposal c-f these forests was to be completed in ten
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Mixed forest of conifers and broad-leaved trees in Shikoku,
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years. After the investigation extending over the years from

1899 to 1907, it Avas found out that there were 8,654 places

which A\erc decided to be preserved covering an area of

4,643,445 c/io, and that tliose which were not to be preserved

numbered 531,772 covering an area of 705,177^/^6', of w liich

those disposed of were 178,397 with an area of 366,057

f/io. The proceeds realized from these forests amounted to

2 1 ,094,767 jr;/, involving expenses amounting to 12,485,292

. Section III. The Survey of State Forests.

It has been the opinion of the authorities that the rational

•exploitation must be conducted by means of the perfect forest

maps drawn up b}' tlie results of actual survey of the forests.

In October, 1884, the Regulations were published concerning

the demarkation of tlie boundaries of State forests, by which

the local government was instructed to make the survey of the

boundaries and areas of the State forests. The method of the

survey being extremely simple, it was next to impossible to

attain the desired ends. Since tlien, the Regulations were

frequently revised and in 1900, the Regulations and By-laws

relating to the survey of the State forests were passed v.hich

are being carried into practice at present. The revised Re-

gulations have paid a special attention as to the settlement of

the boundary lines, the estimation of the area, and the surve}' of

the position. These investigations vvere divided into the three

items, namely, the settlement of the boundary lines, the

triangular surve\', and the boundary surve}^ The results of

'these surv^eys were reduced to a map with the scale of 1/5.000.
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which furnished the basis for the preparation of the working

plans and the drawing up of the detailed maps of the State

forests.

The actual survey of the State forests based upon the

above mentioned Regulations attained the following results.

For the space of ii years from 1890 to 1900 the boundary

lines surveyed extended for 237.921 cJio covering an area of

761,349 cho, and the boundary lines surveyed from 1901 to

1908 extended for 959.539 cJio covering an area of 3,071,345

cJio, making a total of 1,197,460 cho in boundary lines covering

an area of 3,832,694 cJco.

Section IV. The Preparation of the Working

Plans of State Forests.

In order to confirm the basis of the exploitation of State

forests, it is first of all necessary to ascertain the conditions of

the lands and forests so as to adopt the .standard for their

utilization. In 1890, the temporary working plans were com-

piled. Owing to the lower degree of the utilization of forests

and to the smallness of numbers of the staff thoroughly posted

up in the forestry, the compilation of the perfect working plans

was regarded as an impossibility.

The opportunity for the compilation of the working plans

having arrived \\ith the progress of the work of the first ex-

ploitation of the State forests, the Regulations for the pre-

paration of working plans of State forests were published,

under which the work -was started in the State forests in the

control of Major Fore.st Offices of Ehimc, Fukuoka, Kagoshima

as well as in those State forests under the control of Major
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Forest Offices of Osaka, Isliikaua, and Akita. The working

plans prepared by these Regulations have their objects for

the protection and the permanent utilizations of the State

forests:—
1. To cause forests bear perfect sylvan features at all

times so as to produce a large amount of timber in future.

2. To adopt the proper method of planting and felling of

trees and protect against damages from winds, fire, and

insects.

3. To make provision.s in consideration of the decrease of

the output owing to the above named damages and other

causes.

In consonance with the principles above indicated and on

the expectation that the evils of the reckless felling of trees

will lead to the scarcity of timber, it was considered a matter

of great importance to the State to recoup the stocks in forests

and enrich the supply

In preparing the working plan, the Minor Forest Division

based upon the local administrative division was regarded as

a unit, and the plan of the working was to be compiled ac-

cordingly ; the annual yield was estimated by both methods of

periods by area and periods by volume.

The results of the progress of the actual investigation

brought us to be better acquainted with the conditions of

forests while the development of communication ; at large

affected the State forests from the economic point of view.

Under the circumstances, there arose a necessity {or the

revision of the working plans of the State forests. In 1 899,

the Regulations for the preparation of working plans of State
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forests were amended, and in igo2 they were entirely re\-ised in

order to adopt the v.-orking plans fitted to local conditions and

to improve the sylvan features. In other words, the Vi'orking

plans consist of the utilization of forests and the method of

their regeneration. The principle was adopted, in the con-

sideration of the condition both interior and surrounding, to

maintain the capacity of forests and to introduce the measures

of adjustment and the improvement of forests so as to increase

the receipts to the maximum degree and to make supplies of

products to meet various demands. The results of the com-

pilation of the \\-orking plans of State forests for the space of

9 years up to 1907 since the commencement of the special ex-

ploitation of the State forests which was started in 1899, show

that its progress was slow at first but owing to the improve-

ment of the Regulations and the viodits operandi for the

compilation, the work m.ade a steady progress. The working

plans were thus completed during this period as follows :

—

The number of working circles , 236.. ..area. ...1,277,389 cho.

It may be noted that the A\'orking plans were systemati-

cally .started with forests which economically occupied import-

ant positions. Of the State forests covering a large area, there

were not few in which the working plans could not be com-

pleted as soon as they were expected, so that in 1904 Regula-

tions were made for the management of forests whose working

plans have not yet been compiled. Of these forests, according

to the general observation, the temporary working plans A\ere

adopted so as to keep the balance in planting and felling of trees.

The above description relates to the State forests of

Honshu and we will publish here the general condition of the
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1

• exploitation of tlic State forests in Hokkaido, Taiwan and

iKarafuto.

(I) The Exploitation of the State forests in Hokkaido.

The work of the colonization of Hokkaido has been

br<uight to anything like order only within the last 20 or 30

years so that the attention of the Government has but recently

been drawn to tlie forest exploitation.

Among the State forests in Hokkaido, there is a con-

siderable extent of land ad&,pted to agriculture, so that the

line of demarkation has been drawn between the land to be

preserved as forests and that to be left for agriculture and

pasture, of which the latter was to be colonized and opened in

the season. Forests and genya to be preserved as forests were

subjected to utilization and improvements \\-ith a vie\\- to the

preservation of the land and the furtherance of the benefits

desirable from forests. Since the promotion of the permanent

interests of the State is a matter of supreme importance, the

total area of the State forests in Hokkaido figuring 4,780,000

clio, with the exception of those in the Kurile islands

covering an area of about 570,000 cJio, has been brought under

the adjustment programme which was carried into force with

the consent of the Imperial Diet on April, 1908. The

programme stands as follows :
—

{a) The Distinction of Forest Lands:—A distinction has

.been made between the forest lands to be utilized for the

purpose of agriculture and pasturage, and those to be preser\cd

as forests. In reference to the forests to be preserved, a

distinction has been drawn between those which should remain

permanently as the State forests and those which should be
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transferred to the ownership of public bodies or private-

individuals. The work consists of the demarkation of the

boundaries, which is to be concluded in lo years subsequent tO'

1908. The estimated area of the forests according to the

above named distinctions stands as follows :

—

1. State forests 2,280,000 clio.

2. Public forests 450,000 ,,

3. Private forests 300,000 ,,

4. The land for colonization purposes 670,000 ,,

5. Objects yet undecided 510,000 ,,

After the determination of the distinction of these forest

lands, the work as stated below will be started in connection,

with the forests to be preserved as the State forests while

other forests will be transfered to the private as well as to the

public ownership.

{b) The Triangular Survey :—The triangular survey has

already been started by the Military Head-quarters but since

its progress does not necessarily accompany the object of

the adjustment of the forests, it is to be repeated to lay the

foundation for the forest survey. The work is to be started

beginning with the year 191 3, and to be completed in 13

years.

{c) The Compilation of the Working plans and the Prepar-

ing of the Forest Register :—In the district determined as the

State, and the public forests after the investigation of these

forest lands, the working plans regarding the utilization and

regeneration of forests are to be drafted, by which the planting

and felling of trees will be regulated with a view to the adjust-

ment and revisions of sylvan features, and also the forest register

is to be prepared in order to determine the location, area of.
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forests as well as the condition of lands and forests. It is

proposed to complete the \v(^rk witliin 15 years subsequent to

1908, and after the second investigation, there will be drawn up

an elaborate working plans.

(II) The Exploitation of the State forests in Karafuto.

Since the land was ceded to Japan, only a short time has

passed so that all the affairs including the forest work as yet

belong to the period of investigation. The island has beautiful

.forests of wide expanse consi-sting of conifers. Not onl>- are

these forests rich in lumber but their regeneration being

extremely easy, they are highly adapted to the working of

forests on a large scale. The principles of the future exploita-

tion of the forests may be briefly stated as follo^\•s :—
r. With a view to determine the area of the forests

which shall form the basis of the sylvan undertakings by

drawing a line of demarkation between the forests to be

preserved and those to be reclaimed, the investigation of the

State forests and ^r7;ju2 will be made between 1909 and 1913.

2. In order to exploit and utilize the State forests and

gcnya, the condition of forests will be investigated, the amount
of forest .stocks will be estimated, and in order to determine the

method of working of the State forests covering an area about

640,000 cho which affords the best facilities for utilization, an

investigation m ill be started for their utilization, which being

continued for the .space of 10 years from 1909 to 1918.

3. At the .same time witli the investigation relating

to the utilization above mentioned, forest roads and canals

will be opened.

4. In those sections where the investigation concerning
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the Utilization is completed, the work will be at once started'

in accordance with the programme.

5. Fishery being the most prosperous undertaking of tlie

island, forests along the coast which have connection with the

coaxing of the finny tribes shall be preserved as the fish

inviting forests and shall be left outside the utilization

programme mentioned in item II.

6. Coal fields are found everywhere in the island, the

amount of the coal being estimated at several hundred million

tons, and therefore forests situated on the convenient positions

for supplying timber needed for mining purposes accompanying

the development of the coal mining in future will be kept as

reserve forests and shall be left outside the utilization program-

me of item. II.

(Ill) The Exploitation of the State forests in Formosa;

The district where the greater part of the State forests in

Formosa lies, is inhabited by the barbarians who have not been

brought under the civilizing influence and frequently they

infhct damages upon the people crossing the boundary lines.

Until these barbarians are tamed and made good citizens of

the Empire, the utilization of these forests and gcnya is next

to impossible, so that there are large numbers of forests still

left untouched, only a small portion of which being utilized

but from year to year the crude savages are being brought

under the Imperial influence and converted into what is called

" tamed savages " Sf) that no small portion of the forests is being

exploited. There is a number of places where the timber

industry has been carried by the people where Ili-no-ki

{Chamaccyparis obtiisa S. et Z.) and Beni-Hi {Chainaccyparis-
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forinoscusis vtatsuinura) fcirm beautiful forests. Tlie work

connected with the felling of trees is to be started on an

extensive scale so that the time for the exploitation of these

forests will not be very far ofT.

Camphor being one of the staple products of the island,

the Monopoly Bureau of the Department of the Civil Admini-

stration has the control over it. Since the creation of the

Camphor Bureau (the present Monopoly Bureau) in 1899, with

the cutting down of camphor trees of the State forests, a neces-

sity for the building of camphor forests was deeply felt. The

Industrial Bureau taking the matter in hand has made yearly

appropriations to different prefectures for cultivating camphor

trees on a large scale but the growth of camphor trees takes

many years before they are available for camphor crops. Since

1905,. forests of camphor trees have been planted for extracting

camphor from leaves, and in some prefectures, nursey bed has

been established with a view to the culture of camphor trees.

The area of camphor forests which treated by the system of

high forests is about 1,658 cho while the area covered by

coppice of the same is about 780 cho, the growth of the camplior

trees being quite successful.

With the recent years, not only the Government is enga-

ged the camphor culture, but the necessity of encouraging

the undertaking on the part of the people has also been

recongnized so that seedlings raised by the Government

were distributed among the people free of charge so as to

contribute towards the camphor culture. Within recent

times, seedlings of camphor tree thus conferred yearly to the

people numbered as many as 3,000,000 which being planted
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covering an area of 873 c/w, but ^^ith all these attainments,

the work ^\-as far from being satisfactor}' so that in February

1907, under the Formosan Government law, the Regulations

for the encouragement of camphor plantations ^\'ere issued

whereby those among the people desirous of forming camphor

forests can receive the grant of seedlings, the lease of Govern-

ment forest lands being free of charge. And \\hen forests are

successfully grown, these lands \^•ill be given to cultivators free

of any compensation. There is, of late, an increasing tendency

towards forming camphor forests, so that it may be expected

that in furture there will be a striking increase in the number

of these forests.

Section V. The Exploitation of Imperial Forest.s.

The Imperial forests had ordinary formed a part of the

State forests so that in respect of the land feature, condi-

tion of forests, and of their distribution, they arc similar to

those of the State forests. Since there is a necessit}' for the

adjustment of these forests, an item of appropriation for the

investigation of forest lands was created in 1892, and in the

same year the Regulations for the investigations of the actual

conditions of the Imperial forests were issued \\liile in 1893,

by-laws relating to the Survey of the Imperial fc^rests and the

Regulations for the demarcation of the boundary lines of the

Imperial forests \\-ere promulgated, according to which the

actual conditions have been invx\stigated in a regular order.

IV)undarics were surveyed and their lines were drawn. By

means of triangular and polygonometrical sur\-e)-s, both the
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pDsit'on and the areas of tlie forests were defined and since

then, the works have been steadily continued so as to la)' the

foundation of the cxploitati(Mi. By 1898, the work (/f tlic

acijustment had made a S)-steniatic progress, so that in the

greater part of the hereditary Imperial forests, the work was

completed and in the ordinary Imperial forests, the actua

survey was also finished. In order to determine upon the

policy of the exploitation of the Imperial forests and to plan

f(^r their rational utilization in 1859, th.e Regulation for the

preparation of the working plans of the Imperial forests were

issued by which the working plans \\-ere laid beginning with

the forests which needed immediate attention. According to

this Regulation the policy of the exploitation of the Imperial

forests differs from that of the .State forests. The principle of

the largest returns has to be always kept in view. In con-

sonance V. ith the principle of the continuation of the produc-

tive capacity, the increase of receipts has chiefly been aimed

at. From the nature of the Imperial property, with a view-

to make .supplies of .special timber needed for the building and

repairing the Ise shrine and palaces, not a few of the forests

are provided with the treatments of long rotation. The area

of the forests, actual survey completed by 1907, covered 747,-

(j\o f/w, of ^\•hich the working plans were completed,

reached 404, 1 r 5 c/io. In reference to the Imperial forests in

Hon.shu tiie working plans are eiU completed excepting those

connected with sand protection and other arrangements.

Since then, according t(^ the plans adopted, both the felling

and planting of trees are conducted, while for the forests and

j^cnya of which no working plans have been compiled in Honshu
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and for the Imperial forests in Hokkaido, the working

plans Avill be compiled for the space of 20 years beginning

with 1908 so as to complete all the arrangements connected

with the Imperial forests.

Section VI. The Exploitation of the Public.

AND the Private Forests.

Among the forests owned by private individuals, there-

are some forests where the intensive work has prevailed

so that in the progress of the sylvicultural knowledge and

management, satisfactory arrangements were made so as to

afford a considerable sum of profits but the majority of the

forests under the public, and the private ownership, are con-

ducted on no rational basis. Subsequent to the Restoration,

the forests were so recklessly despoiled of their trees that they

seemed to be abandoned to nature, the result of u hich was

that the land was gradually ruined and impoverislied. Owing

to the retention of the old custom of supplying green manure

to agriculture, there is preserved a vast area of land without

trees growing on it. The exploitation of the private forests

has direct interests with the owners themselves so that but

few of these forests are left to run wild, and with the gradual

development of the ideas concerning forestry among the

people there is a tendency for the rational forest undertakings,

but the forests owned by the public bodies u hicli arc worked

by joint efforts under old usages, are neglected both in respect

of the work and protection, so that efforts are being made in

various local provinces to effect the adjustment of these ruined
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forests. Tb.c Regulations to control those who set fire in forests

or kindle fire in the dangerous neighbourhood of the forests were

published, l^^or the reclaiming of the forests regarded to be

necessary from the standpoint of the protection of tlic land,

the Regulations for the reclaiming of forests were enacted. In

order to determine the method of felling and planting of trees,

-

it was found to be necessary to issue the Regulations concerning

the control of public forests and wild land, and since it was

feared that the control of the forests would remain nominal if

these Regulations were not acted upon and the adjustment

of the public fc^rests and gcnya which widely wasted, is

not made, the Regulations for the adjustment of public

forests and wild lands were also issued, and in order to avoid the

future disputes about boundary lines, the Regulations for the

survey . of boundaries of forests owned by prefectures were

published. Going a step further, in order to complete the

method of the control of forests owned by the public bodies,

temples and shrines, the Regulations for the works which are

of the lower degree compared with the Regulation for the

exploitation of the State forests were issued. Under these

Regulations efforts have been made to stimulate the adjust-

ment, protection and management of these forests. However,

it is to be greatly regretted that the progress of the work is.

extremely slow, partly owing to the defect in the organ of the

control of forests owned by the people, and partly owing to

the non-diffusion of forest education.

The knowledge concerning forestry and the technical

ideas being still crude among the people, there is an ample

room for development and impnjvement of the forests owned.
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by the people. In order to develop the knowledge concern-

ing the sylvan industr}" and to guide and fester them, the

local prefectures appointed forest experts at the municipal and

prefectural expenses by '.\ay of setting an example by forming

m.odel forests based upon scientific principles. The sylvan

industry conducted by the people was encouraged at the

municipal and prefectural expenses. The methods of m ork

carried by defraying local expenses for the encouragement of

private forests var}- according to special circumstances in various

localities but they may be briefly stated as follows: —
1

.

To subsidise those who raise the seedlings for building

forests by the establishment of nurserj' beds by themselves or to

give either seeds or seedlings to them free of charge.

2. When forests are built under the management of a

public body or school, or upon the lands requring the building

of forests for the preservation of the peace of land or when

orders are given to build forests under the Forest Law,

seedlings or subsidies are allowed to builders.

3. To set an example of forest undertakings and conduct

experiments regarding forestry by the establishment of model

forests and nursery beds where the cultivation of seedlings and

the building of forests arc show n.

4. With a view to the di.ssimination of the knowledge

regarding forestry, the Forestr)' Training Institutes were estab-

lished in important places where lectures are given on the

primar}' ])rinciplcs of forestry, forest surve)% forest protection,

forest utilization, and forest management. Tlic circuit lectures

were also made to fo.stcr the ideas regarding forestr}'.

The Department f)f Agriculture and Commerce is also
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directly concerned about the cultivation of special trees. As a

consequence of the gradual dissimination of ideas regarding

forestry, the work of building up forests in various districts is

coming into fashion, and the demand is increasing rapidly for

Kusu-no-ki (Cinnamoi>mui CauipJiora Nces.) in order to raise

promising camphor, Keyaki [Zelkozva acuminata PL) necessary

to the manufacturing of military implements, ships, and rolling

stocks, Urushi-no-ki {Rhus vcrnicifera Dc.) as the materials for

artistic lacquer wares, Yi7iLQ-\\o-V\{Rhus succedanea L.) for making

the raw wax, 'Doxo-\\o-\d{PoptLliis halsauiifcraL. var. Sunvcolcns

Loud.) for match-sticks and chip braids, Kurumi {Juglans

Sicboldina Maxim.) for rifle .stocks and other implements, Kashi

{Qucrcus species), Ho-no-ki {Magnolia hypoleiica S. ct Z.), and

Kuri {Castanea -otilgaris Lam. var. japomca Dc.) for various

industries. The supply is, however, inadequate to meet the

demand, and since here was a fear of want in future, necessity

was recognized for studying the best method of growing these

trees. An investigation was made as to the lands adapted to the

cultivation of these trees. Seeds and seedlings were conferred

gratis, the expense being paid out annually. Since 1907, the

officials have been despatched charged with the duties of

encouraging and controlling work. According to the plan based

upon the figures connected with the supply and demand of

timber of these species in future, the following amount of the

seedlings of these species is to be planted in forests owned

by the people :

—

Kusa-no-ki {Cinnainot/iicin Caviphora Nees.) 197,400,000

Doro-no-ki {Fopulus balsamifa-a L. var. Siuweolens Lou.L). 50,000,000

Keyaki {Zelkowa acuminata PI.) 10,000,000

Kurumi {Jii^ans SieOoldiana Maxim.) 24,000,000
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Urushi-no-ki (A%z/j vernicifera Dc.) S,ooo,ooo

Haze-no-k i
(
Rhtis succedaiiea L.) S,000,000

lIo-noAii (Afapzo/ia /ij'foleuca S. et Z.) 13,200,000

Kuri (Castanea vulgaris Lain . var, japovica Dc.) 10,000,000

Kashi {Qne7-cai species) 90,000,000

To mention some of the results obtained in 1907, there

were planted 2,110,842 of Kusu-no-ki [Ciniimnomum Carnphora

Nccs^, 491,460 of Keyaki {Zclkoivn acuininata PL) and 6,oco,-

000 of Urushi-no-ki {Rims vernicifera Dc), while the seeds of

these species sown am.ounted to 9.920 kokii.

CHAPTER V.

THE FOREST WORKING.

Section I. The Present Condfiton of the

Forest Working.

The working methods of forests is not uniform but differs

according to the ownership of the forests. T'he forests belong-

ing to the State, and the Imperial Household are of extensive

dimensions and .some of them are in deep mountains and dark

valleys where the sound of an axe has never been heard, and in

those places there arc comparatively a large numer of forests

which have not utilized. The general principle of the working

is to put these forests in normal state, and to make a long use

of the forests and in con.sequence the proceeds of the forests in

many cases may be comparativel}' small in proportion to their

area. For tlie ]irivate forests, the aim being to secure much
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profit in as short a period as possible, not a few of them are

most carefully attended to and are in most beautiful feature.

In the neighbourhood of Ome and Takaido near Tokyo and in

Muro in the province of Kii, and in the Voshino districts of

Vamato, there are man}' forests of Sugi {Cryptouicria japonica

Do7i.) and Hi-no-ki {CJianiaccyparis obtitsa S. ct Z.) which are

the most famous privately ov\'ned ones and their profits are

large. The general tendency of late has been to plant such

trees, as are most demanded in' the market and from financial

considerations the owners are gradually shortening the age of

rotation so that it has become impossible to look to private

iorests for the supply of huge timber. In order to fill up this

defect in the national economy, the plan taken by the Govern-

ment with regard to the working of the State forests or those

owned by the Imperial Household is to produce such timber

•as private forests can not supply, by planting such trees to

meet the dem.and in the market and ta.stes of the people. The

period of rotation of these species in the State forests are

generally as follo\^'s :
—

SvLg\ {Cfyf-tomei'ia jaf-onica D3}i.) So— lOO j-ears.

\l\ha.{Thiijopsis dolaf'rata S. et Z.) 130—150 ,,

Ksi.xs.-m'i.tsvi (Larix leptolepis Gord.) f'O—So ,,

Yicya\d{Zel/:owa acu;ninata PL) 100—200 ,,

Kurumi and Kuri (Ji/s^la/is Sieboldiaun Maxim, and Cas-

tanea 7>iilo:iris Latn. var.japoiiica Dc.) 80 years or more.

mnck\ {C/iatnaecyparis o''tusa S. ct Z.) So— 120 years.

^^i^,-m^.\.m {Finus dmsiJTora S. ft Z.) 40-80 „

Kwxo-mviisw {Finus t/iunl'er^ii Parlat.) 40—80 ,,

Kviii\\-x\o-\d {Cuiiiamornnrn Catnphora iVees.) 40—120 ,,

Ka.%\\\ {Querctis specit's.) So— 120 ,,

In cases when such high rotation is admitted it is of

•course necessary to maintain the land capacity by the under-
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wood adopting the coppice-with-standard system or two-stored

height forest system and thereby keep the forests in a good

economical condition.

In the Imperial forests the period of rotation of the

principal species is as follows :

—

Sugi {Cryptomefia japonica Don.) 60— 120 years.

Hiba (TJnijopsis dorabrata S. et Z.) So—160 ,,

Ka.ra.-ina.tsvL (Larix lep^olc'pis Gord.) 50—100 ,

Keyahi (Zelkocua acumimiia J^/.) xoo years or more.

Hinoki {Clunnaecyparis obttisa S. et Z.) 80—160 years.

yiaXi,w.{Piiiiis sptcies^ ^o—100 ,,

\\M%'Ci-x\o-V\{Cinnai)ioiniiiii CanipJiora Nees.) 100 years or more.

The selection of working system in the State and the

Imperial forests differs according to the condition of the

forests. For instance, when the forest is in a steep mountain

and danger is feared, unless precautions are taken b}- insuring

the preservation of the land, the system of selection felling is

adopted, but in the forests where no such apprehension exists

the clear cutting is admitted. In the case of forests grown in

the mixed state of those that may be used as building materi-

als and of others which are only fitted for fuel, the gradual-

improvement of the species of the over-wood and increase of

the profit are effected by the coppice-with-standard system.

The coppice system is chiefly adopted in private forests, the-

aim of which being the product of firewood and charcoal. In.

the districts, where the demand can not be supplied from such

private forests, this working system is adopted in the State

f(-) rests. 'I he forests that are worked by this s\-stem are

mostly those of natural growth, there are. however, not a few-

forests in tlie neighbourhood of cities, consisting of Kunugi

{Q2urcits scrrata T/aiub.), Konara {Oiicrcus i^lamiulf(ra BL).
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and other trees artificially planted, and worked intensively by

this system.

The bamboo culture forms a special feature in the forestry

of Japan. It is worked only by the selection system. There

is almost no place in Japan where lands are not suited to

bamboo culture, and consequently the profit is very large but

the area of these forests is comparatively smaller than that

of other tree species.

We regret very much that we arc unable to give statis-

tics and a table of the exact area of the forests classified ac-

cording to the system of w^orking, but the State forests in

Honshu may be roughly classified as foliows :—

-

e , Against forest
System. °

' area.

High forest system So%
C&ppice system

Coppice-with-standard system

Ba'ren land

. 4%
. 6%
. xo%

.100%Total

From the above table it will be seen that the high forest

system occupies the majority of the whole area of the State

forests. The principal trees of those forests are equally

divided betvveen conifers and broad-leaved trees ; the principal

trees of the former kind are Sugi [Cryptonicria japonica Don.),

Hinoki {CJtaviaccypari-i obtnsa S. ct Z.), Matsu {Piniis species),

Kara-matsu {Larix leptolepis Gord.), Hiba {Thtijopsis djlabrata

S. ci Z.), Momi [Abies finna S. et Z.), Tsuga {Tsaga Sieboldi

Carr.), Todo-matsu [Abies Sachalinensis Mast.), Tohi [Picca

hondocnsis Mayr.) and those of the latter are Kashi [Ever-green

Qiicrcus spcies), Nara [Qucrciis glandnlifera Bl,), Buna [Fagns

sylvatica L. var. Sieboldi Maxim.), Kusu-no-ki [CinnaJiiomuvt
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CmnpJw7-a Xecs.), Keyaki {Zelkowa aciLTiiiiata PL), Kiiri {Casta-

iica vulgaris Lam. var. japonica Dc), Shioji {Fraxinus Sichol-

diana BL), Kaede {Ace?' palmatinn TImnh.), Kaba {Betula

species.). The species in coppice woods are Kunugi [Qiierciis

serrata Th7iub.), Ko-nara {Qiierciis giandulifera BL), Kashi

[Ever-green Quercus species.), Sliide {Carpimts laxiflora BL),

Soro {Carpinus yedoeiisis Maxim)., and others, and the over

^voods of the forests of coppice-with-standard are Matsu [Pi/ms

species), Momi [Abies fir7na S. ct Z.), Tsuga [Tsuga Sieboldt

Carr.), Kusu-no-ki {Cinnamonnim Camphora Nces.), Kashi

{fiver-green Quercus species) , Keyaki {Zelkowa acinninata PI.

)

,

and Kuri [Casianca inilgarts Lam. var.japonica Dc).

The forests belonging to the Imperial Household ma)* be

classified according to the v/orking systems as follows :
—

r,
Ajrainst forest

Systems. '^

^^^^^

High forest system ...

Coppice system

Barren lands

Forest lands not worked

/oSo

3/0

Total

From this table it will seen that 80 percent of the entire

forests are high forests, 7 percent coppice wobds, and 10

percent barren lands and 3 percent forest lands not worked.

The species of trees of these forests are about the same as

those of the State forests above mentioned. With the develop-

ment of saw millcs, there has naturally arisen a tcndenc}'

toward general unity in the si/.e of timber which has hitherto

shown the places of product, being differrent according

to various districts and the market price and credit had come

to be decided by the size of the timber.
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The seas >n ni fclUn<^' of trees has a close connection with

•.the situation of the forest and witli the existence or non-exis-

tence of the advanced means of transportation but generally,

the season of felling cf trees in Japan are seven months

•beginning with the autumnal equinox to March of the next

year. In Hokkaido and the northern part of Honshu, where

grounds are covered with snow for nearly one half of the year,

they set about felling of trees witli the beginning of the snow

season, and slide down the logs to the banks of the rivers on

the snow, and thence in spring, when the snow begins to melt

•and tlie rivers swell, the logs are floated down the stream.

There arc of course not a few forests which are worked through-

out the year, for instance, the forest which produces charcoals

or materials for some industries, are usually worked througliout

the year.

The timber felled in forests are brought to the final market

through various procedures according to the condition and

customs of the place. The transport of the timber is divided

into two stages. The first is the transport of timber from the

felling place to the timber depot, and the second is the

transport from that timber depot to the final market by the

organs cf communication. In the first stage of transport, the

means employed from the old times has chiefly been, from

the geographical condition, floating on the river. This is

due to the geographical situation of the Japanese forests, most

of >\-hich are, as explained before, on the side of the steep

mountain slopes. In .such places, the construction of cart roads

can not in most cases be helped for. The forest roads are made

in the upper course of the river, and the timber is brought to
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the place, from vhere it can be floated by the stream in rafts

or by ships to the depot, and the first stage of transports is the

Avork between the forest and the timber depot. In truth, there

are rivers in Japan that are not fitted for the purpose. The

second is the transport from the depot to the markets A\hich

are generally situated in the place where rivers empty them-

selves into the sea. This situation of the market gives great

convenience to the floating of timber. There is, however, an

inconvenience that every market does not necessarily exist at

the mouth of a river, but in some cases it is far from the river.

Even in such case, the timber can be transported by sea. Japan

is surrounded by sea and a harbour is found in almost all parts

of the coast, and the inconvenience of the distance is suf^ciently

mitigated.

Thus, water affords great convenience and facility to the

transport of forest products, and has an important relation to

the supply of timber. It is, ho\\ever, dif^cult to make use of

the river throughout the year, on the one side the water being-

required for the purpose of the irrigation of the paddy fields, and

on the other, in the summer and the early autumn the river

often inundates making the floating of timber impossible. The

season most suited for the purpose is the seven months from

the end of September till the middle of March of the next

year. The development of wood technology and the increase

of demand of timber in the market, not allowing the .supply to

be limited to a certain season, but requiring continual supply,

the general tendency now is to rely upon the transportation by

land instead of by water, and thus to .save the inconvenience of

limiting the supply to a certain sea.son and damage done to the
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quality and tlic loss of timbtn- caused by floating. The

improvement of public roads in tliese thirty years, has greatly

stimulated this tendency. In consideration of this tendency

the forest roads have been constructed in the State forests

and the Imperial forests and in some places forest rail\\'a}'s

have been constructed for the transportation of the timber.

The great extension cf railways of late, and the completion of

equipments for the transport of timber have greatly facilitated

the transport of timber and ultimately have increased the ])nce

of timber at the places of origin, and also greatly extended

the sphere of the demand. Of the transportation will be

treated under a different chapter.

Section II. The Utilization of the Minor-

products OF the Forest.

1 he use of minor-products of forest is making great im-

provement with the development of the forests exploitation,

becoming of an important item of forest incomes. We shall

state the condition of the use of the principal minor-produ.cts

of the forests.

I . Dead t^vigs, dead leaves, and branches and twigs left

after the felling of trees are important fuel for the inhabitants

in the neighbourhood of the forests. The Government has,

therefore, fixed liberal regulation in the treatment of these

minor-products of the State forests as well as the Imperial

forests and the inhabitants of the neighbourhood or the people

working in the forests are allowed to collect them at a very

low price or free of charge under ceicain conditions. In sc^me
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occasions they are also allowed to take the shrubs growing

on regenerated land. The Regulations concerning the State

-

forests left in care of temples and shrines, or forests entrusted

to villages or towns have been issued- for the purpose of

preserving the State forests, but also with a full consideration;

of their economical relations to the villagers, and according to

these Regulations these minor-pioducts are left to be collected,

under supervision, by the villagers free of charge throughout

the year.

2. The growth of weeds is remarkable in all parts of the

country, the ground being moist. The- weeds are allowed to

be collected by the people for the purpose of tending the forest

and for their special uses, within the limit not affecting the

capacity of the ground. The custom of making the weeds in

forest and field into fertilizers or to feed cattle v\-ith, is still

prevalent. There are, therefore, many forest lands throught

Japan left open for the special purpose of growing weeds.

In the southern part of Honshu there is an objectionable

custom of burning those grass fields in winter. This custom is

specially prevalent where agriculture is advanced. This

burning of dead grass gives very bad effects to the growth of

forests. The practice has now greatly abated but is still not

entirely abolished.

3. Mushrooms are a very important minor-pn^duct of the

forests and almo.st every forest in Honshu produces them, and

there are numerous kinds of mu.shrooms that are edible.

The mo.st important kinds are as follows :
—

Shiifakc \—The dried Shiitake is one of the important

staples exported to China, Hawaii, Hongkong, British India,
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and the United States of America. The total amount of tlie

product during 1907 reached over 1,855,700 kin, valued at over

ii033'503 y-''^ of which over 1,626,700 kin, valued at over

1 ,067,000 yen, was exported. This mushroom grows on kunugi

{Qiiercns scrrata Jhunb.), Ko-nara {Quercus glandnlifcra

BL), Soro {Carpinns ycdocnns Maxim.), and tliesc trees grow

mostly in the districts of Hyuga and Bungo in Kyushu, and

the districts of Kii, Ise, and Suruga in Honshu. In these

districts, for the purpose of cultivating this mushroom, the age

of rotation of these trees is fixed at 18-25 years, and it is

worked by the coppice system. The profit is very large. The

Shiitake grows twice a year, in the spring and the autumn.

This mushroom like others grows naturally but in recent years

people have begun to plant the spore, and artificial growing of

the mushroom is now being carried on a large scale The

mu.shroom is grown and prepared in different manners. Some

for export purpose and others for demand at home. The

special kind call "donko" is highly prized in the Chinese

market. Indeed Shiitake is prised in all places.

MatsiLtake

:

—This mushroom springs up in the forest

of Finns dcnsiflora grown in the granite soil of the tertiary

f<irmation. The place best suited for the purpose is the

shallow .soil where weeds do not grow much. In .such places

it naturally grows in abundance. The output of the mushroom

during the year 1907 was over 3,079,700, kin, valued at 503,-

600 yen. This mu.shroom has the highest flavour of all kinds,

and people of all classes have it at dinner. The quality,

however, is very fragile and is impossible to keep it dried

for a long time, without losing its flax'our as Shiitake. There-
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fore, we can taste its nice flavour for only one month in the

Autumn which is the season of its growth. In recent }-ears,

however, people have begun to preserve it in tin cans, and

export it to foreign countries. The most famous Matsiitakc

producing places are the forests belonging to Osaka Major

Forest Office and Hiroshima Major Forest Office, and in certain

Minor Forest Offices a greater income is obtained from

the proceeds of this mushroom. The gathering of this musli-

room is very simple and done by women and children, and

increasing demand of labour for gathering of mushrooms

naturally causes the raising of the ^-ages of poorer classes in

those districts, conferring on them no small benefits.

Besides these, the mushrooms such as Kotake, Kikiiragc,

Shiviejitakc, Hatsiitakc, etc. are very nice food.

4. Fruits of Rhus siicccdanca L. As material for

vegetable wax it constitutes an important item in the minor-

product of the forest. This fruits arc produced mostl}' in

Kyushu, Shikoku, and southern part of Honshu and the

product is yearly increased. Vegetable wax has hitherto

been used solely as the material for candles, but lately it is

being used for giving luster to clothes, and also as a rust

preventive. In Europe and America, vegetable wax is used as

a .substitute for beeswax. During the year 1907 the total

amount exported to Hongkong, German}', England, and the

United States of America amounted to over 3,621,600 ////.

valued at over 1,070,500 yen. If the amount consumed at

home is added to this the total Avill amount to a very large

sum. This species is cultivated in the forests belonging to

temples and slirines, public forests, and private forests. It
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l)cars nice fruit when grown on a slope facincj to the south.

5. Seeds.—The planting of trees on waste lands and the

orest lands after the trees felled, is now greatly in vogue and

artificial forests are expanding. In consequence, there arose a

great demand for seedlings and seeds, so that seeds have now-

become one of the minor products of the forest. The gathering

of seeds is chiefly done by. private individuals. The seeds

which m(5stly demanded are that of sugi {Cryptoincria japonica

Do}i>, and the next are those of Aka-matsu {Finns dcnsiflora

S. it Z.), Hinoki {Chamaccyparis obtnsa S. ct Z.), Kunugi

{Qiurcns serrata T/innb.) and Kara-matsu {Larix leptolcpis

Gord.). The seeds of Cryptomcria japomca Don. and Chaviac-

cyparis obtnsa S. ct Z. are mostly produced in Yoshino districts

of Yamato, and the Muro districts of Kii.

Qncrcus s.rrata Thunb. has deep roots and the seedlings

are very strong, for this reason this species has wow come to

be largely planted in dr}' hill sides. In consequence, the

demand for seeds had greatly increased. The seeds are now

chiefly produced in the Ikeda districts of Settsu, and the Nasu

districts of Shimotsuke.

The seeds of Lar'.x Lphtcpis Curd, are being supplied

from the Saku districts of Shinano. The planting of this species

is now largely practiced in private forests and to meet the

demand of the seeds of this species, gathering of seeds is

carried out in the southern part of Honshu and in various

parts of Shikoku and Kyushu. The output of seeds during

the year 1 907 exceeded 2,200 kokn, is valued at over

41.100 JV7^

6. Nuts.—The nuts of Buna [Fagns sylvatica L. var.
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Sicboldi Maxim.), Shikimi [Illicutm Aiiisafum L.), Tsubaki;

{T/ica japoiiica Nois.'), Abura-giri [Alcnritcs cordata Mucll.

Arg.), Inugaya {Cephalotaxus drupacca S. ct Z.), Kiirumi

Juglans Sicboldjaiia Maxim.), etc. are gathered as the material

for vegetable oil. High wages are being paid for these nuts-

gathering and in the nut gathering season farmers often get

three times as high \\'ages as their ordinary pay. With the

development of the mechanical industries the demand of

vegetable oil has greatly increased, and con.sequently the

gathering of these nuts is making a gradual increase. The

output of nuts during 1907 was over 159,700 koJcu and was

valued at over 555,200^77/.

7. Bark—The bark of Kashiwa [Querais dcntata T/imih.),

has hitherto been used as a dyeing material or for the tanning

of skins but lately the demand for it has greatly increased.

This bark is at present being supplied by the forests in Hok-

kaido and the northern part of Japan. There are, however,

nf) forests made artificially for the purpose of producing the

bark, but this material is obtained from the forests of a natural

growth. The bark of Han-no-ki {Almts japouica S. ci Z.),

Tsuga {Tsiiga Sicboldi Carr.), Kuri {Castanca vulgaris Lam.

var. japoiiica Dc), Nobu-no-ki {Platycarya strobilacca S. et Z.),

Nara [Qiicrcus species.), and Shii {Pasania cuspidata Ocrst.) are

also u.sed in the same way as the Qucrcus dcntata Thnnb. The

output of bark during 1907 was over 4,480,600 kin, valued at

over 7 1 ,800 yen.

Hesidcs these, there are many minor-products of forests

such as bark of Sugi {Cryptovieria j'aponica Don.). Hinokt

(C/iamaccyparis obtusa S. ct Z.) and the Sheath of bamlioo.,.
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animal skins, vegetables of natural grow th etc.

Section III. Wood Technology.

The industries con.nected u itl': forestry arc various in

Japan and the products are not trifling, but there are few

com[)anies which worked on a large scale with abundant funds-

and the industry is left to individual enterprise of those who

are working on a small scale with small capital.

Ciiarcoal Manufacture:—This is industry undertaken im

almost every part of the country and there is ahnost no forest

of broad-leaved trees where charcoal manufacture is not being

carried on. Japan has indeed made a special development

in this industry. The "Kincho" of Kuman(^ di.stricts of Kii,

"Sakura charcoal" of Shimo zusa province, and "Ikeda char-

coal" of Sottsu province are charcoals well known from olden

times. During recent years coal has come to be greatly used

as a substitute thereof, but nevertheless there are extensive

demands for charcoal and for certain industrial purpose the

demand for charcoal is still increasing. The product in 1907

was 237,229,300 kwa)i and valued at 15,869,400 yen. The •

manufacture of acetate <3f lime is now making a great develop-

ment but they are mostly by-products of the ciiarcoal industiy.

With the development of various indu.stries, the demand

of sawn timber has greatly increased and saw mills have been

established in various places. The establishment of many

saw mills has helped on the business transaction in timber,

at least it has worked to bring about the unity in the si/e of

timber, and consequently there is a groat saving of freight and
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the raising of prices of rough timbi,'r which has ultimately-

enhanced the profit of forests. There were 14 Government

saw mills and about 700 private ones in 1909, and the motor

power, employed in the former was 1,935 H. P. the material

consumed in that year being over 570,000 shakiishiine (When

night work was done the amount v/ould reach about 970.000

skakujiinc). The motive power of private saw mills exceeded

1 1,500 H. P. (Steam, water power, electricity, petroleum, etc.)

and the material consumed was about 8,500,000 shakujiinc.

Camphor and Camphor Oil:—These are one of the nios

important staples of foreign trade. They are made from the

camphor trees growing in the southern part of Honshu and in

Formosa. l"he superiority of the quality is well kno^vn to the

world. The output is exported to America, Germany, France,

and England. The amount of these articles exported in

1907 was as follows :

—

Camphor :—over 3,057,600 k'ui^ valued at over 5,026,800 yeK.

Camphor oil :—over 1,870,500 X-/«, valued at over 367,700^^;/.

Match-sticks: -Besides meeting the domestic demand,

the amount of match-sticks exported to China, Korea, and

British India is verj- large. The match-.sticks factories are

established in the districts where there are large quantit)- of

Doro-no-ki {Popjilns halsamifira snai'coUiis Loud.) and Hako-

yanagi {Popultis ireuiula L. var. villosa Wcsm.) which are the

material for match-sticks. The amount (;f match-sticks export-

ed in tlie year 1907 reached 6436,650 km, and the \'alue

exceeded 1 69,20(j yen.

The Manufacture of Wood Pulp:— This industr)- has also

made a rapid development in recent \ear.s. In former years
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wc had to look to European countries for the sui)ply of this

material. A f^reat demand for paper of all kinds and the

advancement of the paper industry in Japan have caused the

rise of this industry. According to the returns of 1907, there

are more than 10 factories manufacturing the wood pulp \\ ith

steam as a motive power. The wood most employed as

material for this purpose is Shirabe {Abies vcitchii LindL),

Momi [Abies firm S. ct Z.), Tochi {Picca hondensis Mast.) and

Tsuga
(
Tsuga Sicboldi Car?-.); Todo-matsu {Abies sacUali-

tiensis Mast.) and Ezo-matsu {Picea ajaneusis F/sc/i.) growing

in "large quantities in Hokkaido and Saghalien Island are also

much employed.

Bamboo baskets, Blinds, and Sticks :—These and other

bamboo articles are manufactured in large quantities and the

amount exported has greatly increased of late. The export in

1907 exceeded i ,084,400 j/r/^.

Chip-braid :—This is also increasing its output and the

amount yearly exported is not at all trifling. The amount of

this article in the year 1907 reached 3,414,000 bundles, valued

at 884,200 yen. For the material of this merchandise, Doro-

no-ki {Popnlus balsaniifera L. var. sjiaveolens Loud), Hinoki

{Chauiaceyparts obtusa S. et Z.), Ho-no-ki {Magnolia hypolenca

S. et Z.), Mako-yanagi {Populiis tremiila L. var. villas i IVesm.)

are mostly employed, but there are may other woods that can

be used for the purpose. In the manufacture of these chip-

braids, the most famous place is Tokyo and Kobe.

Besides these above mentioned, the chief wood workings

are the manufactures of boxes, wheels, kegs, barrels, joinery,

turnery, and the manufacture of other articles. The industries.
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v.hich have a close connection A\ith the forestry have thus a

ivery good prospect and it ma}- be expected that they will

make a remarkable development.

CHAPTER VI

FOREST YIELD.

Section I. The Yield of Sta tk Forests.

In reference to the income out of the forests, no exact

statistics are obtainable upon the forests o\\'ncd by prix^ate

individuals so that we shall confine our statements herewith to

the State forests of 7,484,770 clio and the Imperial forests

covering an area of 2,239,882 cJio.

The yield from the forests differs according to the loca-

tion of the forests and the geographical shape of the land

upon which the forest stands, and the amount of timber

produced depends upon the species of the trees and the con-

dition of their growth. The nunetar}' \-ield of forest must be

fixed by the situation of the forest, whether equipments arc

made or not for the conveyance of products, special!}' b}- the

demand and supply of the products in the market.

The annual yield of the State forests has an increasing

tendenc}' as the method of management in these forests

advances, and in fact, it has increased b}- abjut 2\ times in

these ten years, the particulars of which can be seen in the

ioliou-in^ table :
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Vcaib.
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that might be rightly felled in a year. This is o\\ing to the

reason that in most of the State forests there are a large

number of inferior trees and they harm the growth of the

trees of a superior species and this irregular sylvan feature

makes it impossible to fully utilize the capacity of the land,

and that the growth of trees can not be effected as regularly as

is expected in consequence. Moreover, the Government's

policy is to make the output of timber products as small as

possible in amount until its adjustment works of the forests are

completed, and further more the means of traf^c being still in an

undeveloped state, there is left a considerable area of forests

not utilized.

In reference to the monetary yield, State forests are in

a mo.st unfavourable condition on account of their bad location.

The following is the list of the income every third year during

the ten years from 1S98-1907.

Years.
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progress of the adjustment of the State forests and the develop-

ment of industry of the eountry. The above table shows that

compared with 1898, the amount of income increased by 1.5

times in 1901, by 2 times in 1904, and by 5.8 times in 1907. Of

the utilized area, the amount of income has increased in these

ten years from yen 0.869 to yen 2.300 per cho on the average.

The increase of the gross incomes not only depends upon

the increase of the output of timber but the appreciation of the

price of timber and the depreciation of transportation charges

as a results of the development of the means of transportaticjn

in these years. These have a more important connection with

timber than with fuel.

With the increase of income, the expense of the State

forests has naturally increased. In 1898 the total amount of

the expense was 856,706 j/^-^z while it increased in 1907 after

ten years by about 3 times or to 2,950,594 j/r;/.

This increase of the expense is, of course, cau.sed mostly by

the appreciation of the price of materials used for forest works

and that of the wage of labourer employed owing to the rise of

the cost of living in general, but it is also a result of the

increase of expenditure connected with the expansion of the

forest works.

A list of the expenses of the State forests for every third

year during the ten years from 1 898-1907 is given below :

—

Years. 1S9S 1901 1904. 1907

yen yen yen yen
Expenditures 856,706 1,019,257 1,142,871 2,950,594

E-xpenditures per f/w. ... 0.103 c.124 0.146 0394

In the above figures, salary, allov\ance, and travelling

expense of officials, the expense for the planting of trees and
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for the conve}-ance of the trees felled, and all other expenses

needed for both management and works arc included. And

these expenses put together Mere jj/r// 0.103 per dio in av^erage

in 1898 while it increased to yen 0.394 in 1907 after ten years,

and the ratio of increase went up regularly during the seven

years from 1S98-1904, but thence it has rapidly gone up till

1907 on account of the establishment of saw mills etc.,

owing mainly to the increase of the expense for works. Thus

•compared with 1898, the expense increased by 1.3 times in

1904 and by 3.4 times in 1907.

The following is the state of the accounts of the State

forests :

—

Years. Enbire Forest Gross Gross Net Income per
Area. Income. Expenditure. Recipt. cho.

cho yen yen yen yen
1S9S 3,861,944 1,451,666 856,706 594)96o 0.071

1901 8,214,503 2,176,522 1,019,257 1,157,265 0.141

IQ04 7,820,597 2,884,769 1,142,871 1,741,898 0.223

1907 7,484,770 7,644,656 2,950,594 4,634,062 0.627

As it is .seen from the above table, the net receipt in these

ten years has increased on the average from yen 0.071 to yen

0.627 per cJio against the whole area of the forests. In pro-

portion with the utilized area, the net receipt has increased

iromyen 0.356 per c/io for 1898 to yen 1.425 for 1907.

Section II. The Yield of iMrERiAi. Forests.

Those forests in possession of the Imperial Household are

in a better condition than the State forests for two reason.

One is that A\hcn they were started, these forests were grouped

together as inuch as possible for the sake of convenience in
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..controlling them, and the otlicr is that they were all com-

paratively better systematized forests and they are rich in those

kinds of trees which form the most important timber in Japan.

The table below shows the amount of the timber products of

.these Imperial forests during those ten years from 1898 to

1907.—

IS9S IQOI 1904 1907

sluikujime shakujiine shakitjune shakiijime
-"^''^'' 643,571. 1,033,586 1,407,143 2,493,575
^"•^^ 563.220 851,130 959,999 1,120,836

Total 1,206,791 1,884,716 2,367,142 3,614,411

cho cho cho ciio
Entire Forest Area 2,245,902 2,217,248 1,563,130 2,239,882
Yield per r//(7 0.54 0.85 1.51 1.61

Namely, the average amount of the products against the

whole area of the forests was 0.54 sJiakujime per c/io in 1898

while it went up to 1.61 shakujime in 1907, or it increased by

-about 3 times in those ten years. The amount of the monetary

yield from these forests in the same decade is as follows :—
1898 1901 1904 1907

^'<s'« yen yen yen
bales of Timber and Bam-

c;!""""-
••- ••• Sl8,o83 948,813 799,146 1,906,545

bales of Minor-products
^^^'^ 26,972 26,623 32,204 33,757

The Rent of Leased Land 64,314 85,898 115,727 156,138
°^^^" 196,035 52,890 36,415 53,154

'r°'^^^ I>i05,404 1,114,224 1,083,492 2,149,597

cho cho cho cho

Entire Forest Area 2,245,902 2,217,248 1,563,130 2,239,882

yen yen yen yen
Income per f/w 0.492 0.502 0.693 0.959

It can be seen from the above table that in the Imperial

forests as in the State forests the output of products as well as

the amount of monetary yield have gradually increased as the
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method of management progressed, and they are still in

progress from the economical point of view. Thus, these

Imperial forests being comparatively well administered, have

brought about a good income so far, namely it was on an.

average yen 0.492 per cJio in 1898 and increased to yen 0.959 in

1907, showing an increase ol yen 0.467 in those ten years.

The amount of the expense of the Imperial forests has

increased too as can be seen in the following table :

—

1893
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CHAPTER. VII.

SYLVICULTURE AND TRANSPORTATION
OF rXJREST PRODUCTS.

Section I. Sylviculture.

The political revolution in the beginning of the Meiji Era

(1868) produced a disastrous effect upon the preservation of the

forests. The forests throughout the country were mercilessl}'

cut down so that there appeared in all quarters of Japan hills

and mountains deprived of trees. The consequence was that

not only was the forests economy jeoperdized but the

economic order of the people at large was deranged, dealing

heavy blows upon the productive industry of the people by

giving rise to annual inundations which devastated many parts

of the country. This state of affairs was noticeable in the

forest districts with granite strata, particularly in the province

of Omi, Mino and those portions of the Chu-goku facing the

inland sea. The adjustment and improvement of these un-

wooded lands called forth the immediate attention of the

Government, so that in 1875 the Regulations for the Pro-

visionary Investigation of the State forests were published.

The extent of the nude land was thus investigated. In the

year 1877, ^^ Ni.shiga-hara. Tokyo, the Forest Experiment

Station was established for the purpose of making experiments

regarding the cultivation of trees and the kindred subjects.

"In 1878, the Regulations for the percentage system of forests

were issued by which the authorities encouraged the people
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to plant trees in the nude lands owned by the State. In

these various ways, efforts were made towards the restoration

of the forests, but the result not having reached the expected

degree was limited to the plantation of trees in the land,,

covering about 80,000 c/w. Of the forests owned by the

people, there had already been started an intensive ^\•ork of

forestry in districts such as Yoshino (Yamato), Muro (Kii)

Tama and Iruma (Musashi) and Katsuno (Yamiashiro), while

there was made a progress in the .sylviculture -worthy of

notice, but in the rest of the forests, the Av^ork was crude and

the forest was left to the natural process of regeneration. In.

forests owned by the public bodies, the vast area were mostly

given up to the collection of the grass. In 1890, '>\-hcn the

system of municipal government was carried into effect, these

forests were one after another selected as the basic funds of

these self-governing public bodies or as the common property

of public corporation. In these ways, a greater attention came

to be paid to the reforestation of the nude lands oA\ned by the

people. Since the Forest Law was brought into operation in

1897, the local prefectural government by granting subsidies

from local funds proposed the reforestation of the nude lands

and encouraged aforcstation of deserted and ruined forest lands.

Under supervision of the Government, the planting of trees has

become prosperous. The area of forests planted b}- the people

for the last three years from 1905 to 1907 is 249,563 c/io.

The number of seedlings distributed, reached 1.125.369,851.

The area of forests reproduced by means of the natural

regeneration is 138,095 c/io.

The method adopted by way of encouragement for planting
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of trees in the nude forest lands varies according to local cir-

cumstances, but generally the prcfcctual government es-

tablishes the nursery beds and the seedlings, raised there, are

distributed among the people cither free of charge or at a low

price. The planting of trees is encouraged by means of

allowing subsidies, and the experts are appointed as officials in

charge of these functions.

In reference to the State forests, it may be noted tliat

since the opening of the e?iploitation work, the building of

forest has been effected from year to year, but in most cases,

the work consisted of the regeneration of the forests after the

trees felled, but nothing was done by way of improving the

nude forest lands. It was not until 1895 when an investigation

concerning the nude forest lands was completed that the plan

covering an extended period for the building up of forests in

these lands was drawn up. Since then, a fixed annual budget

was compiled whereby forests were formed upon the lands

covering no small extent. The work of the sylviculturs in the

State forests made a fair progress .subsequence to the opening

of the adjustment work of the second period in 1899, and

the whole attention was directed towards the improvements of

unwooded lands. The area of the state forests formed during

the space of 30 years from 1878 to 1897 is 43,149,90 cht\

and the area of the forests that was built for the space of ten

years from 1808 to 1907 is 176,370 cho, of which the area

of natural growth was about 18,000 cJio and that of trees

planted for sand protection was 2,897 clio. The 80 percent of

the former was the regeneration in the cleared lands, and only

20 percent was the plantations of unwooded lands, and the 65
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percent of the area of the latter consists of unwooded lands

while the 35 percent comprised the plantations of cleared

lands.

The Imperial forests having a less area of the nude lands,

the general adjustment was easily completed, so that the

original condition of gcnya is retained only in the small

portion of the north-eastern districts of Japan. The annual

s\'lvicultural work, therefore, was limited to the regenera-

tion of forests after the trees are felled. Thus, the area of the

trees planted for tlie space of ten years from 1S98 to 1907

reaches about 18,328,22 cJio.

The method and season of forest formation \-ai'}' according to

the .sylvan conditions of the land, but generally speaking, those

adopted at present are as follows :
—

1. The natural regeneration.

2. Stool Shoots.

3. The artificial showing of seeds.

4. The planting of seedlings.

5. Slips.

6. The planting for sand protection.

Of the 1st and 2nd of these are generally called the

natural formation of forests or " natural growth," while the

3rd, 4th, and 5th are comprised under the name " Artificial

planting." For the artificial planting, much attention mu.st be

paid to the season in which the work is to be done. The best

season is March and April and sometimes the work is also done

in October and November.

The method of forest formation hy means of the natural

growth has most extensively prevailed, the greater part of the
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regeneration of forests in ancient times being effected by these

means ; in fact, a majority of the existing forests in Japan was

brought into existence by the same process. When, however,

the progress of economic forest workings has reached the stage

as at present, this method requiring as it does a long time in

the process of regeneration, and its results being far from

meeting the desired end, there is a steady tendency towarsd

the disuse of this method. Only in the case of forests in steep

mountain sides as well as of protection forests where the

special treatment is required, the natural method of seed

sowung is applied to a considerable space of area either by the

selection .system or pre-regeneration system.

The sprout system is only applied in the case of the

regeneration of forests for firewood. The trees which easily

shoot forth sprouts are cut off close to the ground, and when

a clump of sprouts come out from the cut, leave a few shoots

taking off the rest Trees thus grown may be felled in some

7 or 8 years in the quickest case, but in the slowest case, they

take some 17 or 18 years. Thus, it will be seen that according

to this method the period for the felling arrives soon and the

outcrop is raised with great rapidity so that it produces a large

profit with small labour, and hence the method is most exten-

sively adopted in the forests owned by the people, and in the

suburbs of large cities Qucrcus scrrata TJiunb. and Qucrcus

glnndnlifcra Rl. are most appropriately cultivated by this

method.

The reproduction by pollarding consists of the cutting of

stem at the 6 or 7 feet height from the ground, and letting the

sprouts spring from the cut. This method is comonly used
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for the regeneration of Yanagi {Salix hahylonica L.) and Han-

no-ki {Alnnsjaponica S. et Z.) planted along dams and pastures.

The artificial sowing of seeds is used side by side with

the natural growth, chiefly in places where the natural growth

is inadequate. According to the nature of the land and forests,

this method is sometimes solely used. In this case, different

ways of sowing are adopted such as sowing in strips, broad

cast sowing, and sowing on ridges. Such trees as the Kashiwa

{QiLercus dcntata Timnb.) which is planted with the object of

preventing sand drifting are cultivated according to this-

method. Such trees as Kuri {Castanea vulgaris Lam. var.

japonica Dc.) and Kashi [Que reus sficcics) are also cultivated

by artificial sowing. In the northern part of Honshu, Aka-

matsu [Finns deiisijiora S. et Z.) has been successfully raised

by the method of sowing in strips, I)ut at present, this method

is only adopted in rare instances.

The method that most extensively prevails is that of the

planting of seedlings. A greater portion of the State, and the

Imperial forests is formed by this method. Of late, this-

method has come to be much used in the forests owned by

private individuals. According to this method, the seedlings

of 2 or 3 years' growth are transplanted to the forest land

;

the number of these seedlings planted per eho varies according"

to their species, but ordinarily speaking, they range from 3,000

to 6,000 per cho. Owing to climatic and other relations, the

healthy growth of these seedlings is not always assured so

that in one or two years afterward about 10 or 20*^y of these

seedlings are supplementarily planted. There is not a single

kind of the valuable trees of Japan that has not attained success
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under this method. It is obvious that the expense for the

formation of forests must be economized as much as possible,

and tliis plainly speaks in favour of the natural mrans of

regeneration, but in such forests as those found in this country

where trees grow irregularly and are mixed with weeds and

undergrowth, it is by far more advisable to resort to the

method of artificial planting than the natural regeneration.

The planting by cuttings is similar to the planting by

seedlings and has enjoyed suCcess. It can not be said that

method is workable with all tree species, but in some species

and in a few districts, the method is extensively adopted.

For hundreds of years. Sugi {Cryptomcria japonica Don.) in

the provinces of Higo and Hyuga were regenerated by this

method covering an extensive area. Such trees as Doro-no-ki

{Popiilus balsaviifcra L. var. suavcolcns Loitd.) in Hokkaido

and Hiba
(
Thujopsis dolabrata S. ct Z. ) in Noto province are

also cultivated by this method.

The planting for the protection against the collapse of the

soil adopted in dilapidated forests which have no prospect of

being grown up under ordinary methods, but with every fear

of the outflow of sand. As the preliminary work, the

engineering work for the prevention of the collapse of the soil

is adopted, and those tree species which make a vigorous and

rapid growth with thick branches are planted. Regarded to-

the economic interests, these forests in future do not produce

profits, but they are chiefly useful for the protection and

recouping of forest lands. The trees adaptable to forests

of this nature are Kuro-matsu [Funis thunbcrsii Parlai .) Aka-

matsu [Pinus dcnsiflora S. ct Z.) and Hageshibari [Abuts fir-
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inn S. ct Z. var. multincrvia Rgl.). Some times sucli weeds

as Hagi {Lcspedeza bicoloi' Tiircz. L. Sicboldi Miq.) and Susuki

Miscanthus sinensis) are planted. These trees are adequately

mixed up according to the condition of the land planted at

the rate of 15,000 to 18,000 per cho.

In reference to the sand protection engineering work, we

may mention such works as straw, faggots, turfs, stone mason-

ry and dams. On the way from Shimonoseki to Tokyo

passing throgh Kobe, in the provinces of Harima. Bizen, and

Omi, there will be seen the verdant young growth of pinus

species, arranged in the terrace of the reddish soil, which have

been cultivated by this method.

The area of the plantation of the State forests and the

number of seedlings planted thereon in Honshu in the space of

ten years from 1S98 to 1907 are given in the following table :
—

Sp2cies. Area. Number of

cho. Seedlings.

"'"°^^^
\ohtusaSetZ. \

^"'-^5 ii9,^37,720

Hiba \V\'Tf o ,y\ 239 820,751
\dolal)rata S. ct Z.) -"^ "^

Sugi \. V T^ \ 46,549 214,175,772^ \:}aponica Don. )
t > -t^ ->-, i^tii

t5u \Pinns species > 2~,6-jo 122,406,314

,. ^ (Larixlettolepis 1 ^Kara-mitsiw „ ., - ' \ 12,410 43,610,449

l^Total 114,383 500,251,006

kusu-no-ki.{ ^ ,, .^ \ 12,122 14,330,121

t- • {Qiicrctis scrrata \ , o„ ,„ „,_ ^o^.
...v^c^^.-.^^.^v. » i^v-o . Kunugi \!L, . > 6,ob2 19,312,389

vFotal 18,204 33,642,510

/Others, not mentioned above 22,891 84,504,169

Conifers and Broadj^^,^,
22,891 "s^'sai"^

leaved frees. ^
.

Grand total I55,47S 618,397,635

Conifers
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Thus it will be seen that daring the last ton years, the

result of the sylviculture shows that the conifers occupy the

area about 6 times that covered by broad-leaved trees. It is

not so much to say that almost the entire part of the Imperial

forests is covered by conifers, such trees as Hinoki {Chamaccy-

paris obtus.i S. ct ^.) and Sugi {Cryptomeria japonica Don.)

occupy a greater portion, the rest being Kuro-matsu [Pmus

thunbcrgii ParInt.), Aka-matsu [Pimis dcnsifloj-a S. et Z)

Kara-matsu {Larix leptolcpis Gord.) and Hiba {Tlmjopsis

dolobrata S. ct Z.). The cultivation of broad-leaved trees is

confined to a s'.nall number of such trees as Kuri {Castaiiea

vulgaris Lam. var. japoiiica Dc.) and Kunugi [Qnerais scrrata

Tluinb.).

The condition of the forests owned xyy the people is about

the same as that of the State forests.

It is quite a notable fact that within recent }'ears there is

a increasing demand for conifers as the timber for buildings,

earth- works and as the material for crafts, and in districts

where the intensive forest working is conducted, there is an

abundant growth of high forests of conifers. An observation

of the State forests in the above table shows that the area

occupied by Cryptomeria japordca Don. is 30.0%" of the total

area, pinns species 17.7%, Chamaecyparia obtusa S. et Z. ij.2%,

Larix leptolcpis Gord. 2-9%, Thnjopsis dolabrata S. ct Z. 1-4%,

Cinnainoinwn Camphors Nces. 7.6% and Qnercns scrrata T/iitiib.

3.8^, while 14.4% are confined to a few species. Such conifers

as Cryptomeria japonica Don.., Pinus species, C/iamaccyparts

obtusa S. et Z. and also broad-leaved trees such as Cinnamo-

nium Camphora Nces. and Qiicrcics scrrata Thunb. occupy
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comparatively an extended area. In reference to these species,

.a father consideration is required concerning the demand in

future. Thus, the Government has paid attention to the

planting of broad-leaved trees and in order to encourage their

cultivation, subsidies are allowed to local governments.

The planting of the chief trees such as Keyaki [Zclkowa

acHiniJiata PI.), Kusu-no-ki {Cinnaviovmin CauipJiora A^ees.),

Urushi {Rims vo-nicifcra Dc), Doro-no-ki [Populus baha^nifera

L. var. siiavcolcjis Loud.), Yanagi [Salix babyloiiica L.), Kurumi

{Jiiglaus Sicboldi Maxim.), Haze-no-ki [Rhus siiccedanea L.),

Ho-no-ki []\Iagiiolia Jiypoleuca S. ct Z.), Kuri [Castanea

vulgaris Lain. var. japonica Dc), Kashi {Qucrcus species) is

planned for, and efforts are made to utilize every forest land

that can be found in forming the forests of these species.

Both conifers and broad-leaved forests Mhich artificially

planted are generally single-aged growth, of which pure forests

occupying about ^^% of the total area, and mixed forests only

15%; but with the increase of forests of conifers to the fact

that such pure forests are susceptible to various damages, there

gradually arose a necessity for the cultivation of mixed forests.

The mixture of light demanding conifers with broad-leaved

trees will not only afford considerable benefit as shelter wood,

but also will stimulate the growth of the princii^al trees in

tho.se forests.

The success of sylviculture depends very largel}- ui)on the

strength of seedlings and the skill of labourers, so that seeds and

seedlings are generally used which have been raised in districts

where many years' experience was gone through. With the

similar object in the State, and Imperial forests, the parmanent
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nurscr}- bctis have been established, and with the ever increas-

ing;" expansion of the forest work, the number of nursery beds

liave increased so as to meet the increasini,^ demand. Nursery

beds belonging to tlie State at the end of 1907 numbered 349,

covering a area of 967720 c/io, and those wliich belong to the

Imperial Household number 113, covering an area of 148,280

r/io. These beds belonging to the State and Imperial House-

hold were established in the^ land in their possesion in tlie

neibourhood of the INlinor Forest Office (Those belonging to

the Imperial Household at the outstation of the Bureau of the

Imperial Forestry). When the State estate (or the Imperial

estate) is not available in suitable places, the land owned b}-

the people is leased for the purpose, but this forms only a

minor portion, and will be gradually transferred to the land

under, the respective control. The v/ork of raising plants in

nurseries involves comparatively a large number of labourers.

The demand for the labour is limited to certain .season in

which a large number of workmen are required, so that the

vicinity of villages and towns as well as the neighbourhood of

forest officers stationed is preferable for the sake of better

management. For the purpose (^f the transplantation of

seedlings, however, it is advisable that these nurser}' beds

should be located in the vicinity of forests which afford facilities.

In the State, and tlie Imperial forests, with the extension of

the forest works, the number of nur.ser\' beds have been

increased so as to afford facilities as much as possible.

The growth of seedlings varies according to the tree

species, but as a rule when seedlings are grown for three }'ears,

and reached to the height of between 1. 5-2.0 shaku, they are
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transplanted to the forests lands. According to the nature of

these trees, some owing to the slow growth may not reach a

sufficient size adapted to transplant to forest lands in

these three years, and some trees grow up to the proper size

within comparatively a shorter period, so that there is more or

less variations in the time needed for raising the seedlings in

nurseries, but in most cases, these plants are transferred to the

forest land in three years' growth. Seedlings of Sugi {Crypto-

iiicria japonica Don.) may be transplanted after two years'^

growth, but such seedlings as Hiba
( T/mJopsis dolabrata S. ct

Z.) and Koya-maki {Sciadopytis vcrticillata S. rt Z.) require at

least 5 or 7 years' growth. In the northern districts of Honshu

Vv'here the snow fall is plentiful, in order to avoid the damages

caused by the redent family such as rabaits and rats, seedlings

of a larger size are planted. In these cases, it takes at least 4

or 5 years even in raising such trees as Sugi [Crypioutcria

japonica Don.) and Hinoki {Chaniaccyparis obtusx S. ct Z.).

The following table gives the amount of seed sown in the

nursery beds, and the seedlings raised and transplanted in the

State forests in Honshu between 1895 and 1907 :

—

Years.

1899



Hfc-^ill- .»'-;& :M.^ /^ff: ;' J 1 V*^i

The forest of Populus baLi\ ,,.//ira L. var. sitaviolciis Loud.

in Hokkaido.
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According to the above table the amount of the seed

sown and the number of the seedlings transplanted in the

nursery beds of the State forests have increased year after year,

and this fact indicates the gradual prosperity (^f the sylvicul-

tural works in State forests. A comparison of the results in

raising seedlings between the conifers and the broad-leaved

trees gave at first the ratio of i against lO, but owing to the

encouragement of the cultivation of the broad-leaved trees the

proportion has been considerably changed in recent years.

Among the conifers, the most numerous species are Cryptovic-

ria .japonica Don., Chamaecyparis obtnsa S. ct Z., Lnrix

Icptolepis Gord., and Pimis dcnsiflora S. ct Z. and among the

broad-leaved trees we may mention Qncrcus scrrata Tluuib.,

Ciimamomiim Camphora Nccs., Zelkowa acuminata PL, Quercus

specks, Juglans SkboLdianaMaxim., and Castanea vulgaris Lam.

var.japomca Dc. In the case of forests newly planted, with the

exception of forests for the purpose of protection'against collapse

of soil, weeds and bramles are required to be removed during

a certain period in order to allow seedlings to have a full

growth. The best season for such removing is the summer

when there is a rich growth of vegetation. The practice is

s<:)metimes repeated during a year according to the condition

of forest lands and the growth of weeds. In ordinary cases, the

removing of the grass is annually kept up for three years after

plantation, and after that, it is continued for 14 or 15 years

once in every other years.

In order to assist the growth of seedlings not only the

elimination of obstacles is a necessity, but a sufficient protec-

tion must be rendered preventing various damages before they
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occur. There are numerous causes which do harm to forests,

but the most fearful is forest fire, the damages from \\'hich are

most frequent at the time when the weeds are withered in

winter season. Forests, owing to the old customs of making

ashes by burning grass, are frequently subjected to the damages

caused by fires. In forests covering an extensive area, the

fire lines are drawn protecting the forests against fires which

may be caught from the outside or that break out inside of the

forests. These fire lines are generally established surrounding

the forests or inside by the utilization of the topographical

condition. The protective measures vary according to the

nature of the lands, forests, and local conditions. Of these,

we may mention such practices as the digging of canals, the

building of dams, the plaining off the earth, the mowing or

burning of weeds. The width of the roads thus opened are

not uniform, but generally it ranges from 1 2 to 60 feet. If any

engineering work is done, the road is narrow, but if not it is

wide. In the latter case, for a fixed period, the ejection of

combu.stible substances will be required every autumn. The fire

hue in 1907 in the State forests covers an area of 3,592 cJio.

Forest owned by the people arc comparatively of smaller

dimensions so that there are only few such provisions made

and their total area can not be ascertained.

Section II. Tkaxsi'Ortation of Fores r Products.

The forest administration, previous to the Restoration

(1868), which was unduly inclinetl towards the preservation

of forests, combined with the strategic policy of the different
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clans t(j keep up tlie policy of secrec)' regarding geographical

and topographical conditions, left many bad effects upon tlie

forest exploitation. The methods of timber transportation

peculiar to various districts were adopted and these were hid

from others. There was nc felling of trees on a large scale,

nor was the work continuative, .so that there were not

forest roads or the rivers opened for the purpo.se of effecting

conveyance. The transportation by natural rivers and roads

was however effected every\\'here, and there were provisions

for transportation, adapted to the topography of the land, and

sp&cies of trees and kinds of timber. But owing to the

development of the forest management in recent years, the

forest owned by the State and the Imperial Household came to

be regulated by the continuative policy and subjected to the

felling of trees; roads were built, the rivers were opened,

railways u ere constructed and the timber depot provided in

all places.

The forest roads are generally found along mountain

slopes. There are a large number of bridges spanning valleys,

which owing to the shallowness of the water and to the

precipitous descent is liable to destruction through sudden

floods so that their construction must be made more durable,

but which will involve comparatively a large amount of

. expense. The progress of the work under these circumstances

had been very slow. For the space of ten years from 1896 to

1907, the extention of forest roads which newly built in the

State forests of Honshu is 1,197,271 metres, requiring an

> expense of 1,490,600 ^^/^. The forest roads built in the Imperial

.forests during this period have an extention of 71,593 metres
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involving to the amount of 158,740 jyv/.

In the northern part of Honshu and Hokkaid(j, during-

the winter snow drifts are trodden hard and are made into a

road \\-ith proper degree of slant. By the utilization of the

smooth surface of the snow, upon which sledges are run con-

veying heavy and numerous timber with comparative ease and

a small amount of labour. Workmen in local districts are

skilled in this mode of transportation. The plan is simple, and

the construction expenses small, but there is something strik-

ing the efificiency of this mode of transportation. There is

another method of transportation adopted which goes under

the name of "Shura" slide or "Shade'' slide. According to this

method, timber is laid and arranged in the form of channels

upon which timber is glided down. The system is adopted in

the celebrated Kiso and other places. The construction of.

these slides naturally varies with different districts, but the

tran.sportation of timber in the forest or to neighbouring places

is conducted generally by this method all over the country

there being several methods of a similar nature.

The conveyance by means of water is conducted every-

A\diere in Japan, because the country is favoured naturally

with many streams, and consequently there is a low co.st of

freight. According to the method, dams are constructed to

preserve the A\ater, which is now and then out off to sweep

down timber along the stream. This timber is then caught at

a stated place by means of fences or nets. In larger rivers,

the method of floating down rafts is also cxtensivel}' adopted.

The method has been in existence from ancient times as may

be seen in the instances of the river Kiso (for the Imperial
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forests), the river Noshiro (for the Nagakisawa State forests)

and the rivers Shin-i^u and Yoshino in provinces Yamato and

Kii, these rivers are beinr:^ utihzed in connection with the

forests.

The dredging work consists ;of the removal of rocks and

stones, so as to make the passage safe and to protect the

forest land by the repairing the dikes. In some places, the

water is kept in a reservoir so as to moor timber. Expenses

needed for riparian works in the State forests in Honshu for

the period of ten years from 1898 to 1907 amounted to

97,052 JYV/.

The area of ground purchased as the timber depot

belonging to the State forests in Honshu from 1898 to 1907

was 1,214,935 square metres, the expenses needed for the

same amounted to 484,985 yen.

At present, there are four timber depots under the control

of the Bureau of Imperial Forests covering an area of 58.1 cho.

CHAPTER VIII.

THE ADMINISTRATION OF FORESTS.

Section I. The Organization of Forests

Administration.

As a result of the abolition of the Feudal system and the

giving up of the estate of lords in 1868, forests in their posses-
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sion have all been nationalized and since then, tlie department

in charge of these forests have been changed for a number of

times, and in 1879, the Department of Home Affairs was

charged for a time with the control of the State forests. In:

188 1, the Department of Agriculture and Commerce was creat-

ed Mith the Bureau of Forestry, and since then much efforts-

has been made toward the efficient forest administration with

every prospect of the development of the industry.

According to the present organization, the Minister o£<

Agriculture and Commerce possesses the right of control of

the State forests in Honshu and all forests owned by the

people. The Bureau of Forestr}', established in the Depart-

ment, has the charge of all the afTairs regarding the forest

administration. The control of the forests owned by the

people is conducted by the Forest Law issued in 1897, whicli

was revised in April 1907. The law as thus revised contained

the necessary regulations relating to the protection forests in-,

view of dangers arising from the ruin of forests and for the

sake of the wellbeing of the people and the preservation of

land, also regulation relating to the directions for sylviculture

in the forests owned by the people, and still otiicrs relating

to the appropriation of land and the establishment of forest

co-operative society for the complete utilization of forests.

In these matters, the local governors are appointed to take

the direct control while the Minister of Agriculture and

Commerce has the right of ultimate supervision.

The management of the State forests is conducted by the

Forest Offices established in accordance with the Ordinance

No, 18 of 1886 and since then, there have been made more or
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less revision in the official regulations. According ti> the

present regulations, there are ten Major Forest Reserves

throughout the country, each having Major Fore.«t Office and

they are subdivided into 2 1 1 Minor Forest divisions, having

a Minor Forest Office respectively. Under these, there are

provided 1,317 Protect Ranges, these offices and ranges being

charged with respective functions. The number of officers in

these Forest offices at present are shown in the following

table :—
No. of Officers.

] Forest Commissioners or

Directors of Major Forest Offices i^iporest Export areap-

) pointed.

Forest Commissioners (Specially in charge) 22\

Forest Experts ,, ,, ^=,\r^r , c^ ^^ " " -^^ \Oi the Si'-nin r:\nk.
Deputy Commissioner of

Forestry
,, ,, 20;

(Deputy Commissioners,
subordinate officials and
assistant experts are

appointed.

Forest subordinate officer ...•) ^ . . )

Forest Assistant-experts |(^P^"^ y"-^ ^"^^^
^'"^(.Of the //rz//-;»« rank.

Rangers
, ,, 142S)

(Besides, there are 5 deputy-commissioners. 48 forest

experts, 707 .subordinate officials and assistant experts are

temporary appointed in charge of forestry affairs).

The following table shows the location and the extent of

jurisdiction of Major Forest Offices and the niunber of Minor

Forest Offices and the Protect Ranges under the jurisdiction

<if each Major Forest Office.
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Major Forest

Offices.
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such a small extent of the area as 2,799 cho, while Ii}-ama

Minor Forest Office under the Nagano Major Forest Office

has an area of 297,813 cho. The reason why there is such a

great difference in the area of the forests under the control of

the Minor Forest Ofifice must partly be attributed to the fact

that in one case the forests occupy an important p(xsition in

respect to the utilization of the output owing to the good

communicaticMi facilities at large and on the other case there

exist primitive forests which known no axes on account of the

deffective means of communications. The number of Protect

Ranges under the control of a Minor Forest Office varies

according to the same office. The average number of

Protect Ranges in a Minor F'orest Office is 5 or 6, but

in special cases as in that of Kobayashi Minor Poorest Office

under the Kagoshima Major Forest Office there are found 21

Protect Ranges.

The above mentioned organizations are established in

connection with the State forests placed under the direct

control of the Department of Agriculture and Commerce,

while in reference to the other State forests, there are provided

by the special organs.

The State forests in Hokkaido covering an area of

5,781,573 cho, and the State forests of 3,000,000 cho in Kara-

futo belong to the control of the Department ot Home Affairs,

the chiefs of Hokkaido, and Karafuto being charged with the

management of these forests. The State forests in Formosa

covering an area of 2,903,960 cho are under the management

of the Governor-General of Formosa under the control of the

Minister of Home Affairs. The work in these forests has
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either been just started or is under contemplation so that there-

is not much to be said.

The Imperial forests covering an area of 2,246,670 clio

are under the control of the Department of the Imperial

Household, and the business connected therewith is left in

charge of the Bureau of Imperial Forests. There are

established some seven branch offices and several outsta-

tions. The latest figures show that the number of such sta-

tions has reached 50. Each station is divided into from 2 to

15 sections with Forest Rangers to oversee each section. In

the principal places, there are appointed forest inspectors for

the purpo.se of rendering the protection. Forests owned by

the people covering an area of 9,405,600 cho may be divided

into tho.se o\^•ned by shrines, temples, public bodies, and pri-

vate individuals. Forests covering an area of 177,844 cho are

owned by temples or shrines ; by the decision of the parishoners

and under the sanction of local governor, the output and other

affairs are disposed of. Among these forests, there are some

forests preserved for their scenic beauty.

Public forests covering an area of 2, 656,000 cho are jointly

owned by various villages. Among the forests owned by the

people, the forests of this class now mostly devastated, but

lately attention has come to be paid to the adjustment of tlie

forests and plans relating to the building and utilization of

forests have come to be .sy.stematically adopted.

Private forests covering an area of 5,880,1 13 cJio are owned

by private inflividuals, and with the exception of the intensive

forests working in a few localities, there has prevailed a reck-

less felling of trees as in the case of public forests, .so that local
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governors arc must enthusiastically cngag'cd in the cultivation-

of forests.

In reference to the encouragement of forest planting owned-

by the people, there were appointed forest experts and'-

circuit lectures concerning forestry were started. In order to-

give object lessons, model forests as well as nursery beds were

established. The seedlings were conferred upon the people

free of charge or at a low price. In cultiv\iting the trees,

encouragements were given by allowing subsidies ; besides,

there are various measures being adopted, among which there

was adopted a method of publicly recognizing the meritorious,

services done towards the forest industry, the establishment of

the forest association in order to give the lectures concerning

the benefits derivable from the forest industr>'. Moreover, the

Central Government grants .subsidies for the encouragement of.

the planting several important species. It is, therefore, expect-

ed that the receipts from the forests will be greatl}- increased;

contributing a great deal towards the benefit of the State,

when the adju.stment of forests should be successfully completed.

Section 11. Forest Laws and Regulations.

As stated above, the Forest Law at present regulates tho-

control of .sylviculture in private forests, the convertion of'

utilization forests to Protection forests, the release of protection

forests, the forest of1"ences, the use and appropriation of forest

lands, and the forest co-operative .society. This was published"

in 1897 and revised in 1907. In reference to the operation of

this, many Imperial ordinances and departmental institutions-
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were issued. The Regulations for the Local Forest Committee

contain the process concerning the conversion of utilization

forests to protection forests, the release of protection forests, and

the purchase and compensation pa}'able for the protection

iorests. Regulations \A'ere also drawn up in relation to the

forest co-operative society in order to restore the abandoned

forests, and the completion of their utilization and of earth

works connected with the forests. Further pertaining to the

•Forest Law, various regulations were published. The Law of

-State Forests and Genya was published in 1878, in which

various items relating to the State forests were regulated.

State forests whose preservation is a necessity for the protec-

tion of the land and the management of the other State forests

3X\A gcnya, with exceptions connected with the public use and

public benefits and with a few special Regulations, are not

permitted either to be sold or transferred. Care is taken not

to make unnecessary transferences, and to aim at the honesty of

the undeilaking. Forests expropriated from .shrines and temples

are left in the cu-stody of shrines and temples, affording the

privilege to collect the products in these forests. In cases

where there is a necessity for the protection of the State

forests and ^r;/ji'^, the way is opened for consigning such to the

protection of cities, towns, villages or to a portion of these

civic bodies. For the purjiose v,{ the encouragement of sylvi-

culture, under the contract of dividing the profits between the

State and forest cultivators, the establishment of the percentage

system in the State forests and gcnycx was pro\idcd by the

Imperial Ordinance. Some of these Regulations ma\' be

.mentioned as follo\\s :
—



Mixed forest of Ahics sackarinensis Mast, and Picca ajancnsis

Fiscli. in Karafuto.
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Tlie Regulations for the Percentage System in tlic State

Forests and Gmytz .—By tliese Regulations, the creation of

the percentage forests in the State forests and ^r7trn is made.

The term for the existence of these forests is within 80 years.

The proportion of the division of the profits in these forests is

determined by the Minister of Agriculture and Commerce,

but the proportion of the share of the forest builders does not

exceed 8/10. The builders bear the responsibility for the

protection of the forests against flood, theft and other dama-

ges, and as a remuneration for their trouble, they are permit-

ted to collect the under-growth, fruits of trees and the trees

felled for the purpose of improvement of forests within 20 years

after the planting of trees.

The Regulations for the State Forests in the Custody of

Shrines and Tem.ples :—By these Regulations, arrangements

were made to the effect that at the request made b}- temples

or shrines, the forests expropriated from shrines, or temples

were to be left in their custody. The duration of the custody

was not to exceed 1 5 years. Temples or shrines are under

the responsibility to protect the forests against water and

clandestine despolitation, as a remuneration of the service

principal products corresponding to ^ of the amount of the

trees to be felled, may be appropriated by them.

The Regulations for Consigning the State Forests and

Gmja :—By these Regulations, the protection of some State

forests and ^eftj/a may be consigned to the whole or a part of

the civic body. The term covered by these arrangements does

not exceed 5 years. Those to whom these forests are consigned

are under the obligation to protect them and for which service.
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they will be compensated by twigs, branches, fallen trees, trees

, felled for the purpose of improvements, the fuel for domestic use

and other minor-products which do not compose the essential

substances of the forests.

What may be termed the financial characteristics of the

State forests are the separation of the P'orestry Fund from

'the ordinary expenses of forestry. The use of this fund as

. explained in chapter IV. forms the fund for the special ex-

ploitation of State forests which are expended for the surv^ey

of the State forests and genya, the preparation of the working

plans, the planting of trees, and the purchase of forests. These

items are dealt with according to the Special Account Law

of Forestry Funds published in 1 899. We have so far given

the outlines of the principal Regulations, although there are

others concerning the forests and their products, and the

investigation and protection of forests.

CHAPTER IX.

FOREST EDUCATION AND FOREST

EXPERIMEN r STATION.

Section I. Forest Fnuc.vnox.

The progress made by the forest industr>' of our country

during regent years is so great that it is enough to illustrate

the remark that the development of industries is a rcfle.K of
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tliat Of education. Thus progress in forest industry 1ms kept
pace with the astonishing progress of fore.t education. In
1882, there was only one forest school as the sole organ of
forest education. It was established at Nishigahara, in the
suburb of Tokyo, under the name of " The Tokyo Forest
School," but now the schools uhich give lessons concerning
forestry number 47, of uhich 2 are of the university grade, 4
are of the special school grade and 41 are of the industrial
school grade (of which 19 are of higher grade u-hile 22 are of
lower grade).

Those which are of the university grade are the Agricul-
tural Department of the Tokyo Imperial University and that of
the Tohoku Imperial University. Those of the special school
grade are the Morioka Higher Agricultural and Forest College,
the Kagoshima Higher Agricultural and Forest College, the
practical forest course attached to the Agriculture Department
of the Tokyo Imperial University, and the similar course
attached to the Agricultural Department of the Tohoku
Imperial University. These schools have it as their object to
nvstruct students in theory as well as in practice so as to
enable them to meet with the demand of the forest industry
both Government and people, and to qualify them as forest
officials after their graduation. The Government is careful to
•treat well the graduates of these schools.

Remarks :--The practical courses attached to both of the Tokvo l„,perial Agricul-

r^ict ::;:r
'-' '" ""^" "--^^"-'— >• -^ ---- -

According to the latest returns, the Forest courses in
the Agricultural Departments of the Universities have turned
out. up.to the present, 213 graduates, the various Higher
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Agricultural Colleges and the Practical Forest courses attached

to the Universities have sent out 665 graduates. Of the 41

schools of the Industrial School grade, 19 are those which give

the higher course of forest education and which have it as-

their object to train experts desiring to offer their services to

private forest enterprises. They are established b}- the local

governments and are under the direct charge of the local

governors, the Educational Department only supervising them

indirectly from the necessity of unifying the industrial educa-

tion of the country. They receive an annual State subsidy and

the pupils enjoy the same privileges as the students of Middle

School, namely, the exemption from conscription duty during

the undergraduate days and the qualification to become State

ofificial of the lower order after graduation. Their courses are

finished in from 3 to 4 years and the aggregate number of

their graduates amounts to 457.

The forest schools of the lower industrial school grade

number 22 in all. They are not accorded the privilege of the

temporary exemption from conscription duty, though they

receive a State subsidy. They are called " B Class Industrial

School." The under-graduates of primary schools are admit-

ted into these schools and are in.structed in the elementary

course of forestry which takes 3 years to graduate.

Besides those above mentioned, there exists a still lower

order of industrial schools named " The Industrial Auxiliary

School." They chose various .subjects according to the re-

quirements of the localities in which they are situated and give

.simple lessons to the pupils. Not a few schools are f<^und

among them wliich deal with the forest indu.stry. There arc
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30 public agricultural scliools which give some lessons in

forestry to the students, though they do not have distinct

forest courses. It was in 1900 that a temporary training

institute of forestry was started in the Meguro Forest Ex-

periment Station with the object of training officials to

be employed in the service of the State forests. The

students in this institute were instructed in Trigonometrical

survey, poligonometrical survey, besides the general knowledge

of forestry. It was the intention of the Government to turn

out as many graduates as possible in a comparatively short

space of time. The course of the school was to be finished in

one year. However, it was abandoned in 1905 after having

sent out a considerable number of graduates every year. The
number of the graduates of this institute amounted to 385.

Section II. Forest Experlment Station.

Scientific forest experiments were first conducted in Japan

in 1878 at a Forest Experiment Station established at Nishiga-

hara in the suburb of Tokyo under the auspices of the Home
Department. It was, however, brought under the charoe of

the Department of Agriculture and Commerce in 18S1, when

the aforesaid Department came into existence. The manage-

ment of this institution was taken over by the professors of the

Tokyo Forestry School at the same place when that school

was opened. Again it was transferred to the charge of the

Tokyo Major Forest Office, and subsequently in 1896 it was

taken under the direct control of the Bureau of Forestr)-. On
the commencement of the work of special exploitaticm of the
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State forests, a tract of land amounting to about 14.6 cho was

purchased at Meguro in the suburb of Tokyo with a view to

enlarge the scale on which the aforesaid institution -was

managed and there was established experimental nurseiy

beds and experimental forests in order to make investigations

concerning indispensable matters in regard to the management

of State forests together with the various important questions

concerning forestry.

In reference to the present condition of the above-

mentioned Forest Experiment Station, it may be summarized

thus: Of about 14.60 cho, already mentioned, as the area of

the institution, 5.70 clio is covered by a model garden for

trees of native species, in which over 300 species of native

forest trees are sown, 1.16 cho is occupied by a model garden

for foreign forest trees in which over 90 varieties of foreign

trees are sown, 3.89 cJio are utilized by the experimental

nurser>' beds for the various experiments concerning seedlings,

over 7.20 cho is allotted to a experimental forest and the

remaining part is made use of for the erection of a laboratory,

an office, specimen rooms, official residence for the officials and

the gardeners, and road.s. There are exhibited more than

7,000 tree species both foreign and dom.estic in the specimen

room. Matters relating to experiments may be stated as

follows :—
A. Matters requiring special .scientific investigation or

researches.

B. Matters concerning the forcstr}' of \arious provinces.

C. Investigations of the matters to be .subjected to ex-

periment by the various Major J^'orest Offices, the investigation
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of tlic results of their experiments and tlie compilation

thereof.

The following are being experimented upon in accordance

with the above mentioned policy :—
1. Matters concerning soil and meteorology.

2. Matters concerning the sylviculture and the protection

of forests.

a. Experiments concerning seeds and seedlings.

b. Experiments concerning the transplanting of foreign

species.

c. Investigations concerning injurious as well as bene-

ficial birds, beasts, and insects.

d. Investigations concerning injurious fungi.

3. Matters concerning the growth of forest trees.

a. Preparations of the yield table and the volume

table of the principal species.

b. Experiments concerning the thinning and open

stand .system.

c. Investigations concerning the growth of bam.boo

forests.

4. Matters concerning the nature of forest products and

their use.

a. The scientific study of the nature of timber, with

special reference to its industrial use.

b. Investigations concerning charcoal kilns and the

products.

c. Study of the methods of antisepticizing timber.

d. Investigation of edible fungi such as shiitake and

poisonous fungi.
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5. Matters concerning implements and machines used in:

forestry.

The investigation of implements and machines for the

transportation, afforestation, and the felling of trees.

The investigations now going on are those just referred to.

The results of those experiments and investigations have

been compiled in the form reports of concerning forest ex-

periments and are published for public inspection.

Forest experiments are conducted not only in the Forest

Experiment Station belonging to the Bureau of Forestr3^ but

also in specially nominated Major Forest office. These ex-

periments are now conducted at the following four Major-

Forest Offices : Miyagi, Tokyo, Osaka, and Kumamoto.

Though at first every Major Forest Office undertook this task

yet subsequently the present system has been resorted to, it

having been found expedient to entrust any local matter

concerning forestry to a Major Forest Office ^\ithin who.se

jurisdiction it occurs.

At a nominated Major Forest Office, only such experi-

ments as may be most conveniently conducted in the locality

in which it is situated are to be made. For instance, at the

Miyagi Major Forest Office which is located in a cold region,

methods for the afforestation of Buna {Fagus sylvatica L. var.

Sicboldi Maxun?) and its utilization are invested, while at the

Kumamoto Maj(jr Forest Office which is situated in a warm

region, experiments are made on Kusu-no-ki {Ctnuavioinnin

Camphora Nccs.) and camphor, and at the Osaka Major Forest

Office, investigations in the study of bamboo forests are made.

Thus, the Bureau of Forestry and the nominated Major
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Porest Offices conduct experiments with due enthusiasm,

deriving- much benefits from the results thereof by applying

them in practice in the actual forest industry. Forest work

-conducted by private individuals also shares in this benefit.

Evei-}- prefectual government also conducts simple experiments,

putting into practice the results thereof to the afforestation in

the respective locality

In conclusion, the sphere of forest experiments has been

constantly extended in regard to the forest exploitation and

the utilization of forest products etc and bids fair to attain

.a considerable development.

CHAPTER X.

FOREST ASSOCIATION AND FOREST
CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY.

Section I. The Forest Association.

The development of forest industr}^ can not be effected by

"the exertion of the Government along, there being a great

many things which require the activity of forest associations

for the purpose. It is especially the case in Japan where

forests are of a different nature and aspects according to locali-

ties. Therefore, the necessity of forest associations is keenly

felt in Japan where the forests are at a comparatively incipient

stage of development and stand in need of direction and

protection for the betternment of their effects.
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The most prosperous forest association in Japan is the

Japan Forest Association, which was founded in Toykc in 18S2

and has now as many as 4,000 members, though it liad

343 in its early stage. The members of this association

comprise various classes of society, there being scholars,

businessmen, land-owners etc. among its members. It has as

its object the development and improvement of the forest

industr}-, and as means for the attainment of its object, it

distributes a magazine among the members reporting the

general proceedings of the Association and giving information

concerning practical and theoretical matters relating to forestry.

Besides, the magazine contains scientific articles, miscellaneous

information, answers to inquiries, the notices of newly published

books, together with other various valuable articles of informa-

tion \\hich may stand the readers in good stead. The asso-

ciation holds a meeting once a month in whicli lectures are

given and discussions allowed, and the exchange of knowledge

through questions and answers on various matters concerning

forestry both practical and theoretical is made, and moreover

convenes a mass meeting of the members once a year which is

held at a place of importance, different principal places being

made the seat of this grand meeting, and in which lectures

and speeches arc delivered by scholars or businessmen, and

conferences are held concerning the arrangement for the

encouragement of the forest industry. Further, the asssocia-

tion makes an excursion for scientific researches t(^ neighbour-

ing forests in order to enlighten the members through both ears

and eyes, thus conducing not a little to the development <>f

this industry in the various localities. In regard to tlie internal
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organization of the association, it is presided over by a Prince

of the Blood, and the actual business of the association is

conducted by one chief manager, 4 managers and a certain

number of officials. Matters of importance are decided in the

meeting of 20 councillors, and a committee consisting of 14

members take it upon themselves to answer all the questions

put by the members. The expenses needed for the support of

the association are borne by the members. Thougli this

association is not engaged in actual forest u-f)rk, it is rendering

invaluable .services to the Fore.st circle, contributing a great

deal to the development of this industry.

There are local fore.st associations in various places which

number 20 in all with a similar object to the one just referred

to. Tliey ail distribute reports of the proceedings of the

respective associations either periodically or from time to time.

They also hold meetings whether periodically or otherwise and

perform similar functions.

Some of these forest associations are subsidized by the

prefectural governments and undertake afforestation work for

themselves or rear seedlings laying out nursery beds, for the

purpose of distributing them among the members. Others

undertake the direction of forest work or dra\\-ing up plans at

the request of those wlio are engaged in forest work. Still

other hold lectures on forest work These forest associatic^ns

were at first few in number and were naturally carrying on their

business on a small scale, the members of it being very sm.all,

but lately they have flourished at an accelerating rate, the

member of the a.ssociations having considerably increased in

number. They are reaping the fruits of their exertions by
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successfully assisting one another in various \va}'s.

Sectiox II. The Forest Co-operative Society.

Of all the laws of co-operative societies concerning forest

work, one contained in the revised Forest Law promulgated

in 1907 set down the aim of the Forest Co-operative Societies to

the preservation of land and to protect forests from being

de\-astated or to restore the already devastated forests or to

make the replenishing of forests with a view to their utilization,

while the Law relating to the co-operative societies engaged

in the trade of the staple industrial products enacted in 1900

intends to do away with the various abuses concerning the

trade in forests products and to promote the interests thereof,

and the law of industrial co-operative societies, promulgated in

the same 3'ear, is meant to promote the development of industr}-

and econom}\

I . The Forest Co-operative Society :—Japan has not been

without some agreements between diflerent villages for the

control of forests owned by villages and the disposal of

the products derived therefrom, but they have been simply

private agreements devoid of the Government's guarantee, not

having been establi.shed by obtaining the official .sanction.

The condition of the times having loudl}- called for the

necessity of establishing this kind of a co-operative society.

the Forest Law laid down the provisions concerning forest

co-operative society and moreover the law of the forest co-

operative society was promulgated by Imperial ordinance in

1907. By the above mentioned ordinance it was arranged
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tliat in order to establish a forest co-operative sciciet)' the

followinij; conditi<~)ns shoiikl be required.

1

.

There must be the necessity to protect forests from

falliuL;' into deca}" or to restore dev^astated forests to their

former condition.

2. There must be a nece.ssity for the joint work to turn

the forests, owned by different parties, to j^ood account.

3. There must be a necessity of this kind of co-operative

societ}' in order. to arran<^e the necessary equipment for the

transportation of forest products or to maintain them.

4. There must be a necessity for the co-operation of the

parties concerned for the preservation of a forest from

injuries.

The forest co-operative society is required to do its

business within a fixed jusisdiction, the forest owners within its

limits onl}' being entitled to membership in the co-operative

society. The establishment of the co-operative society is

sanctioned when there exists an agreement of upwards of two

tliird of the forest owners entitled to be members of it and

when tlie aggregate area of the forests owned by those who

have come to an agreement concerning the establishment of a

co-o]jerative society exceeds two-thirds of the total area of

forests of the locality, but subject to the a[)i)roval of the local

governor in the form of "Shadan-Hojin" (Corporate Juridical

person). It is to be fined from 2 yen to 100 yen in case it

does anything in conflict with the orders of the authorities in

charge of it.

Organs for the Work :—As to the operative organs of the

co-operative society, managers and supervisors are elected froni
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among the members. The term of office for the former is 3

years, and that for the latter is less than a }"ear. The number

of these officials is to be fixed by the articles of the co-operative

society. Further, it is required of the co-operative society to

hold a general meeting more than once during every business

year to make reports of the general proceedings of it. and to

discuss plans for the work and to drav.- up a budget of revenues

and expenditures and a statement of accounts.

The exact number of votes of the member is fixed by the

articles of the co-operative society. The proceedings are con-

ducted in very much the same \va}' as in an}- ordinar\' meeting

of an association.

Though there are only a few forest co-operative society

established by this law, a brief statement concerning the

internal condition of them will not be superfluous. They all

aim to preserve forests in a good state or to restore the devas-

tated forests to their former conditions or to make use of them

to the best possible advantage true to the rules for the organi-

zation of forest co-operative society already referred to. Some

of them attempt to facilitate the transportation of timber by

constructing forest roads or by renovating them. Some

conduct patrols in the forests to keep them from rol^bery and

arrange fire lines to protect them against a fire. Some draw

up the working .system and enforce tliem and if tiie member

of the co-operative society does not worked in conformit\' with

these plans, the co-operative society attends to tlie work b\^

itself, making the forest owner jiay the expenses required.

Som_e distribute the jjroceeds from the forests and cause the

expenditure to Ije borne by the meml)crs in pro])ortion to the
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area of the forest owned by tliem. Some relieve the members

of their payment of shares of tlie expcntliture by making tliem

substitute personal services. Tiie ri<^lit of votini^" is sometimes,

fixed as one vote for eacli i cho of forest owned or as one vote

for the smallest area owned by any of the members. Tlie

mode of proceedini;" is similar to that of an ordinary one.

II. The Co-o[)erative Society for the .Staple Products.

The law of this co-operative society has been ])romulj4ated with

a view to eradicate evil customs concerning; trade and to

promote its interests for the purpose of encouraging the produc-

tion of important products. The Department of Agriculture

and Conimerce lias also issued an instruction directing the

application of this law. Important forest products are governed

by the same law. It has been laid down as a rule that tlio.se

engaged in the manufacture or the sale of impf)rtant products

and tliose merchants whose callings are closely connected

with this business may establish a co-operative society. District

in which a co-operative society e.xist, must be larger than

that of a county or a city. If the consent of two-thirds of

the members be acquiretl together with the sanction of the

Minister for Agriculture and Com.merce. the organization of a

co-operative society is rendered po.ssible. All the owners of

forests within its district are required to become its members.

As to the composition of the co-operative society, there are a

president, a vice-president and several councillors who are

elected from among the members. Besides these leading

ofificials, there are a certain number of examiners, wli(\se

function is to examine Cf)mmodities. It is further laid down

that the co-operative society may make a representation to the
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Department of Agriculture and Commerce or answer the

inquiries of the same Department. When it will not answer

these inquiries and there is any one will not join the co-opera-

tive society in spite of the fact that he pursues the same calling

as the members of the co-operative society, a fine varying from

2 yen to loo yen is imposed on the offender. And those who

use certificates on their commodities in a fraudulent manner, or

apply forged certificates to them are punLshed with a fine of i 5

yen, together with the imprisonment of less than 6 month or

are simply fined from 10 yen to 20 yen. All these severities

are meant to rectify the abuses attending the transactions

and to promote the interests of this industry. Of the

•co-operative societ)' which have been established acording

to this law, those which deal with forest products number

109, the aggregate number of the member amounting to

98-323.

Herewith are given the chief features of the internal

conditions of these co-operative society with one or two princi-

pal modes of conducting their business.

Owashi Forest Products Co-operative Society in the pre-

fecture of Miye which has been established with the one object

above mentioned is to resort to the following modes in conduc-

ting its business.

1. Commodities are examined with due care to prevent

reckless and careless jjroduction and frau.dulent transactions.

2. The unification of the measure, capacity and the

process of the prejiaration of goods.

3. (Convenient arrangements for the l^enefit of those

customers who liave newl}' established themselves as timber
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traders in the various localities are discussed, agreed upon and

put into practice.

4. The estabhshment of Timber IX'pots both land and

water.

5. The Dredging of Rivers for the floating of rafts.

6. Measures of precaution again.st floods and fires, the

protection of roads and embankments, and the construction of

forests roads.

7. Investigations and the compiling of statistics concern-

ing the value and quantity of products in its di.strict.

8. The protection of workmen and labourers as well as

their proper control.

9. Protection oi Sylviculture.

Again, the following measures are taken by the co-opera-

tive .society of traders in Shiitake in the prefecture of Oita

which has the same object as the preceding one.

1. To prevent the manufacture of commodities of

bad qualities or of a spurious nature and their reckles.s.

production.

2. The improvement of manufactured articles and tlie

extension of the markets for them.

3. To draw up statistics concerning the work of the

members.

4. To reply to the inquiries of the members.

5. The appraising society is held for encouragement.

6. Courses of lectures are made or temporary training

institutes are held.

7. Articles for export purpo.ses are invariably provided

with trade marks or (jther signs for the sake of distinction.
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Otherwise the work undertaken is similar in substance to

that of other co-operative societies.

Section III. Productive Co-operative Society.

Tlie results for the organization of this co-operative society

has been laid down b}' lau' with the object of facilitating the

development of industrv' and economy. Here is given the

chief features of its composition.

1. Some co-operative societies have for their object the

advancing of funds to members for their industry and the

convenient arrangements for encouraging habits of savings

(Credit Co-operative Societies.).

2. Some co-operative societies have for their object the

making of the improvements in the productions of the members

or to get tliem to make such improvements and to sell the

products in the markets (Sales Co-operative Societies.)

3. Some co-operative societies have for their object the

purchasing of those articles which are indispensable to the

members as materials for their work or as necessaries of life and

selling of them to the latter (Purchasing Co-operative Societies.)

4. Some co-operative societies have for their object the

.adding of workman.ship to what have been manufactured by

the members or of accomodating them with the necessary

implements or tools for their work (Productixe Co-operative

Societies.)

The above mentioned co-operative societies are legal

corporations with cither limited or unlimited liabilities. They

can be organized wJien more than seven persons have agreed
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to form a co-orpcratixc society with tlic objects abo\'e

mentioned, subject to the sanction of the ])refectural g<n-ernr)r.

As to the investments of the members, they rani^e from i

to lo shares, one sliare nc^t being allowed to exceed 50 yen.

The business of the co-operative societies is managed b}-

managers and supervisors who are electee! at a general meeting

from among the members. The term of office of the former

is 3 }-ears, that of the latter being one }'ear. A general

n)eeting is to be held without fail once in every business year,

and reports concerning the proceedings of the co-operatixe

societies, and the discussion of budget are conducted in a \va}-

common to all deliberative meetings. The number of votes

depends upon tliat of the shares he holds.

The following are the varieties of the co-operative societies

concerning the forest industry :
—

1. That dealing with the sale of charcoals.

2. That dealing with the sale of charcoals and the

purchase of the materials thereof.

3. That dealing with the sale and the purchase of forest

products.

4. That dealing with the sale of pine bracks.

5. That dealing «-ith the sale of mushrofmis.

1 hough the number of the co-operative societies now in

existence is as few as has been previously referred to, yet there

is no doubt that it will soon increase, there being man}- whose

organization is now set on foot.





APPENDIX.

Moneys, Measures, Weights and Volumes of Japan

WITH THE EnGIJSH EQUIVALENTS.

Yen

Sai, ylj, Yem .

Ri^^ ToV>r> y<-'fi-

Rz

Cho

Ken

Shaku

Sun

Cho

Tan, j'g Cho

•^^' Tr)(. ^/^^

Tsnbo

Square Ri ...

Kohl

To

Sho

Go

Moneys.

Long Measures.

Square Measures.

Capacity Measures.

2.080 Shilings.

0,246 Pennies.

0.025

2.440 Miles.

5.422 Chains.

1 .988 Yards.

11.930 Inches.

I 193

2.450 Acres.

0.245

0.025 .'

3-953 Sq. Yards.

5.955 Sq Miles.

4.963 Bushels.

1.985 Pecks.

0.198

0.019 „



Weights.

Kivan or Kzvaimne 8.267 Pounds,

Kin 1.323

Moniuic 2. 1 16 Drams.

Volumes.

(Specially adopted for measurement of timber and fire-woods.)

Shakiijiine 12 Cubic ft.

Tana 108 Stacked Cubic ft. (a pile of fire-

woods, 3 ft. wide, 6 ft. high, and 6 ft.

long).

Soku A bundle of bamboos or towigs

tied up with rope of 3 ft.

u§e in

iidiiig OlMLY
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